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Executive Summary 
This document discusses the refinements and improvements made to the SELIS Cloud Platform Infrastructure 
and Monitoring design and implementation that occurred between version 1 (D4.2) and version 2 (this 
document, D4.3). The work for this deliverable has been performed under Task 4.2, and had the goals (a) to 
design an open platform that supports the chosen cloud model, (b) to allow for the deployment and support of 
one or more SCNs, and (c) to address the various non-functional requirements as defined by the DoA. 

In D4.2 (version 1) the cloud model of SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) was chosen and a cloud model architecture 
designed and defined based on this decision. Based on requirements from technical partners and Living Labs, a 
microservices approach was taken to implement this model. The microservices approach has some inherent 
advantages discussed in detail in D4.2.  

A number of key software packages were chosen to implement this microservices model – namely Rancher1 and 
Kubernetes. Rancher and Kubernetes2 combine in a powerful synergy that address the key non-functional 
requirements as defined by the DoA – performance, scalability, resilience, reliability, data protection, security 
and elasticity. In addition to this microservices platform, a monitoring-by-design approach was taken. This 
ensures that any and all applications deployed into the platform are able to benefit from the comprehensive 
monitoring strategy with minimal or zero configuration changes.  

The tools chosen to implement this approach are industry standard, production proven and open source. They 
have the ability to scale and perform as the SCN or SCNs scale. 

In D4.3 (version2) a number of refinements and improvements were made to the work done in D4.2.  

Regarding the microservices platform design, there were a number of upgrades. Most significantly Rancher was 
upgraded to a newer version which allows full integration between Rancher and Kubernetes. This provides a new 
and improved level of control over resource usage and quotas from an application level, cluster level or SCN level 
as the scenario requires.  

Another major addition is that of the CI/CD (Continuous Integration/Continuous Deliver) pipeline feature. This 
allows SCN component deployments to adopt a DevOps based approach which puts a focus on automation, test 
and verification. Part of the pipeline contains another major upgrade – that of the security audit and verification 
scan done by Anchore3. This is integrated into the pipeline and ensures new versions of containerised 
applications must pass security checks before making it to a live production system. This is complimented by 
Falco4 which provides the ability to audit unusual or un-authorised activity which can be then logged or generate 
alerts.  

To verify the improvements and refinements a number of resiliency and recovery tests were performed proving 
the overall platforms ability to self-heal in a variety of escalating scenarios. A number of improvements and 
additions were made to the monitoring approach and design also.  

 
1 https://rancher.com 
 
2 https://kubernetes.io 
 
3 https://anchore.com/ 
 
4 https://sysdig.com/opensource/falco/ 
 

https://rancher.com/
https://kubernetes.io/
https://anchore.com/
https://sysdig.com/opensource/falco/
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A movement to a more lightweight distributed monitoring strategy was made, as well as the introduction of a 
new monitoring service – Prometheus. Prometheus5 is designed for time series metrics and provides enhanced 
efficiencies in this area. Prometheus is used for resource and Kubernetes metric capture while Elasticsearch is 
used for application metrics, statistics and logs.  

The combination of Grafana6 and Kibana7 allows for highly customisable, embeddable and integrated monitoring 
including graphs, counters, dashboards and statistics that can be targeted at the user. The combination of this 
monitoring with a rich and customisable alerting service provides full transparency over the SCN state and can 
draw attention to potential issues before they impact users or result in downtime. 

This document also contains an analysis with regards performance and scalability in practise through a case study 
of the Knowledge Graph component. There is also an analysis of other key components under this topic.  

There is a substantial report on security recommendations and guidelines for the SCN model as well as an 
overview of the Identity Management approach design and implementation and how data management and 
data governance including GDPR play a role in this strategy. The document ends with conclusions showing that 
the work done addresses the described non-functional attributes, and has also addressed requirements surfaced 
through research and collaboration during the execution of the project that address requirements such as 
storage, devops, pipelines, source control, security policy implementation, security audits, audit trails and smart 
alerting. 

  

 
5 https://prometheus.io 
 
6 https://grafana.com/ 
 
7 https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana 
 

https://prometheus.io/
https://grafana.com/
https://www.elastic.co/products/kibana
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Disclaimer 

The content of the publication herein is the sole responsibility of the publishers and it does not necessarily 
represent the views expressed by the European Commission or its services. 

While the information contained in the documents is believed to be accurate, the authors(s) or any other 
participant in the SELIS consortium make no warranty of any kind with regard to this material including, but not 
limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. 

Neither the SELIS Consortium nor any of its members, their officers, employees or agents shall be responsible or 
liable in negligence or otherwise howsoever in respect of any inaccuracy or omission herein. 

Without derogating from the generality of the foregoing neither the SELIS Consortium nor any of its members, 
their officers, employees or agents shall be liable for any direct or indirect or consequential loss or damage 
caused by or arising from any information advice or inaccuracy or omission herein. 

 

Copyright message 

© SELIS Consortium, 2016-2019. This deliverable contains original unpublished work except where clearly 
indicated otherwise. Acknowledgement of previously published material and of the work of others has been 
made through appropriate citation, quotation or both. Reproduction is authorised provided the source is 
acknowledged. 
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Glossary of terms and abbreviations used 

Abbreviation  Term Description 

SELIS Shared European Logistics Intelligent 
Information Space 

 

SCN SELIS Community Node  

SaaS Software as a Service  

PaaS Platform as a Service  

OWASP Open Web Application Security 

Project 

 

RBAC Role based access control  

DOD CAC Department of Defence – Common 

Access Card 

 

IDS/IPS Intrusion Detection/Prevention 

System 

 

IdP Identity Provider  

SP Service Provider  

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language  

SSL Security Socket Layer  

TLS Transport Layer Security  

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation  

AES Advanced Encryption Standard  

(G)UI (Graphical) User Interface An interface with a visual element (i.e. a website) 

DSS Decision Support Systems Applications to provide insights and predictions 

KPI Key Performance Indicators Any means by which performance can be measured 

VPN Virtual Private Network A secure access route in a software defined network 

SSH Secure Shell A secure method to connect to remote server 

BDA Big Data Analytics Referring to the analysis of extremely large data 

sets. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Addressing the SELIS Description of Action 

This deliverable address development subsequent to the last version of the deliverable and work completed in 
the scope of Task T4.2, furthering the work already done during the first reporting period of the project, as 
described in D4.2, which relates to the design and configuration of the cloud infrastructure and monitoring 
platform supporting the SCN proof of concept endeavours.  

The overall aim and scope of T4.2 was to design, configure and implement the underlying cloud infrastructure 
and monitoring tools that will support SCNs deployed within. In the work performed, all necessary steps were 
considered, to account for the solution integrated components quality (as regards robustness and reliability, 
availability and version updates), creating solutions that reduce the total cost of ownership of cloud hosted 
applications and services.  

The research, actions, methodologies and implementations described in this deliverable are all done with the 
goal of furthering the quality of the existing SELIS Cloud Platform with regards to addressing the core non-
functional requirements that bring SELIS to a commercially ready state. The core non-functional requirements 
include, but are not limited to: 

• Performance 

• Scalability 

• Elasticity 

• Resilience 

• Reliability 

• Security 

• Data Protection 

• Privacy 

• Cloud, hardware and vendor flexibility  

These non-functional requirements were highlighted by IBM to address the commercial aspirations of the SELIS 
project and successfully and directly address the requirements DoA as well as requirements surfaced during the 
execution of the project.  

The platform designs and decisions have been validated through consistent collaboration with Living Lab 
participants and against industry trends. 

The table below (Table 1) shows how the contents of this deliverable match the Description of Work as defined 
by Task 4.2. 

1.2 Document Structure 

The document is structured as follows: 

1. Introduction – An overview of how the document addresses the DoA and an outline of the structure 
2. SELIS Cloud Platform Initial Design: Review of D4.2 – An overview of the initial design and other items 

discussed in D4.2 and the work done therein 
3. SELIS Cloud Platform Refinements - An overview of the refinements, upgrade and improvements made 

to the SELIS Cloud Platform in the 2nd half of the project 
4. Cloud Microservices Design Refinement – A description of the refinements, upgrade and improvements 

made specifically to the microservices platform and supporting tools and infrastructure 
5. Monitoring Refinements – A description of the refinements, upgrade and improvements made 

specifically to the monitoring approach, design and tools 
6. Proof of Concept Platform Deployment – A description of the actual deployment details regarding 

hardware, software, versions etc. 
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7. Performance and Scalability – This section gives an in-depth analysis of a performance testing case study 
of the Knowledge graph with regard the recommendations and strategies outlined in D4.2. In addition, 
there is an overview of the performance approach for other key components. 

8. SCN Data Governance – This section has a discussion on governance requirements for SELIS and a 
description of how these requirements are addressed through the node management tool. 

9. Security and Identity Management – This section gives a number of recommendations from a security 
perspective as well as a report on the Identity and Access management tools and implementations. 

10. Privacy Requirements – This section gives a report on the privacy requirements for the SCN from the 
perspective of roles, data types, control and implementation 

11. Conclusion – This section summarizes the insights learned, and work done in the context of the DoA 
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SELIS GA requirements 
Section(s) of present 

deliverable addressing SELIS 
GA 

Description 

ST4.2.1 - Resources and 
Data Management, 
Resilience Availability and 
Monitoring. 

• Cloud Microservices Design 

• Monitoring 

These sections discuss the designs and tools used for 
managing and deploying the underlying 
microservices infrastructure and how it is monitored 
and managed. There is also a discussion on some of 
the tools and features that can be used to manage 
resources how these tools and strategies ensure 
resilience and reliability  

ST4.2.2 Performance and 
Scalability 

• Cloud Microservices Design 

• Monitoring 

• Performance & Scalability 

 There is a discussion in the Microservices Design 
section that discusses the inherent scalability 
features that Kubernetes brings to the microservices 
approach. The performance and scalability section 
outline a detailed performance evaluation case study 
of the Knowledge Graph as well as performance 
analysis overviews of additional components 

ST4.2.3 Security and Identity 
Management 

• Cloud Microservices Design 

• Security and Identity 
Management 

The Microservices Design section outlines some 
security practices built into the microservices 
deployment pipeline process. The Security and 
Identity Management Section covers the broader 
security strategy for SELIS as well as the Identity 
Management components. 
 

ST4.2.4 Governance Aspects 
• Security and Identity 

Management 

• Data Governance 

The Security and Identity Management Section 
makes recommendations in terms of privacy and 
data protection while the Data Governance section 
gives an update on  

Table 1 - Deliverable's adherence to SELIS objectives and Work Plan as per T4.2 
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The table below (Table 2) shows how the contents of this deliverable map to the specific requirements of the 
Description of Work as defined by the Deliverable 4.3 description. 

SELIS GA requirements 
Section(s) of present 

deliverable addressing SELIS GA 
Description 

• SELIS Platform 
Refinement 

• Final Deployment 
Description 

• Services 

 

• Cloud Microservices Design 

• Monitoring 

• Implementation 

The Cloud Microservices Design and Monitoring 
section describe the changes and updates as 
well as new features and refinements in the 
SELIS Platform. The final deployment is 
described in the Implementation section and all 
three describe the new and existing services that 
have been added. 

• Installation of 
Monitoring End 
Points 

• PMI Probes 
o Response 

Times 
o System 

Resources 
o Performance 

Metrics 
o HA 
o I/O 
o MTBF KPIs 

 

• Monitoring 

• Implementation 

• Performance & Scalability 

• Annex I 

The monitoring section describes the monitoring 
approach with regard end points. The 
implementation shows how HA has been 
implemented and the implementation, 
performance & scalability sections and the 
annexes go into detail regarding the 
performance and other metrics and how they 
are acquired and communicated to the user 

• Tools, Resources and 
Data Management 

 

• Cloud Microservices Design 

This section shows the tools and resources that 
are engaged to manage data and resources at 
the microservices level. 

• Resilience & 
Availability 
Monitoring 

• Performance & 
Scalability Metrics 
 

• Monitoring 

• Performance & Scalability 

The monitoring section describes the overall 
monitoring strategy while the performance and 
scalability sections address two case studies in 
terms of performance and scaling metrics 

• Security & Identity 
Management 
Recommendations 

 

• Security and Identity 
Management 

This section discusses the overall security 
approach for SELIS as well as the 
implementation for Identity Management with 
Keycloak 

Table 2 - Deliverable's adherence to SELIS objectives and Work Plan as per D4.3 
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2 SELIS Cloud Platform Initial Design: Review of D4.2 

The most important topics covered in D4.2 were the initial decisions made regarding the overall architecture and 
approach and how they addressed various non-functional requirements as outlined by the DoW. In particular 
the focus was on security and identity management, monitoring, performance, scalability, reliability, resilience, 
adaptability, data protection and data security.  

As well as outlining the decisions made, some discussion around the justification for these decisions was covered 
and then finally some practical information about tools and processes showing how all the work came together 
for the SELIS mid-term review. This section will give an overview of that work and will highlight the pertinent 
aspects accomplished at that stage. 

2.1 Cloud Model 

One of the most important decisions that was made was regarding the overall architecture and cloud model for 
the SELIS platform. The cloud model chosen by the SELIS Design Team, after due discussion and deliberation, was 
one of SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), as opposed to PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) or IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-
Service).  

Considering feedback from Living Lab partners, it became evident that in order to increase SCN capacity and 
remove potential barriers to adoption it was important to lower costs, reduce the SCN deployment overheads 
for the consumer and minimise ongoing service level management efforts.   

With a SaaS model most or all of the back-end infrastructure management and configuration is handled by the 
SaaS offering provider and this can suit SMEs or even enterprise level businesses that do not have IT expertise to 
allocate to the SCN service management in either short or long-term scenarios.  

Figure 1 below shows the differences between SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. As we can see, the SaaS model provides the 
whole stack, from Hardware up to user facing applications. PaaS provides the hardware and the underlying 
services but not front-end applications and finally IaaS provides the hardware and in some cases the virtualisation 
but not anything else. The lower into the stack, the more IT expertise and time must be spent on management 
and administration. 

 

Figure 1 - SaaS vs PaaS vs IaaS 

With SaaS as the chosen model there were a number of logical conclusions that followed – namely that this 
model could potentially see multiple SELIS Community Nodes (SCNs) hosted in a single location and this results 
in multiple SCNs making using of a single shared infrastructure. This leads to a number of benefits from cost to 
implementation.  

With shared resources, the underlying infrastructure or compute cost can be shared across multiple SCN 
stakeholders and can be configured in such a way as to avoid idle hardware. In addition to this, having certain 
shared resourced across multiple SCNs from an application or services perspective can result in a reduced 
software engineering effort. The combination of these three benefits can lead to significant cost savings for the 
SCN providers, and in turn the SCN owners. The decision to follow the SaaS model led to the development of the 
model seen in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2 - SCN SaaS Architecture 

Figure 2 shows (from the bottom up) that the entire SaaS offering can reside on a virtualized Infrastructure with 
a layer of orchestration and management between the infrastructure and the SCN services. At the Service level 
we see a number of distinct areas: 

• Firewalls and load balancers between the SaaS offering and the public internet (RED) 

• A variety of simple lightweight adapters to ingest data from external sources (ORANGE) 

• Some shared services that each SCN can used if needed (YELLOW) 

• The actual SCNs themselves (PURPLE) 

• And the monitoring components (BLUE) 

Of most significance is the idea that each SCN would not require its own Identity Management System or DSS 
Application as these could be shared by many SCNs. This is an area that was developed upon in D4.3, discussed 
in the section.  

2.2 Microservices Model 

Since many of the services within each SCN and the shared services are containerised the entire architecture 
lends itself naturally to a microservices approach. A microservices based architecture has a number of benefits 
that help to directly address the non-functional attributes of the technical work, as will be discussed shortly.  

Microservices based architectures allow easier building and maintaining of applications and components as they 
lead to lighter and simpler deployments, and the services and components that lie within are clearly defined and 
distinct. In addition, it brings scalability to the forefront using the appropriate orchestration tools.  

A number of orchestration tools were evaluated, and Kubernetes was chosen as the best tool to manage the 
microservices as it is a widely used industry standard with a significant number of relevant features and a 
substantial capacity to scale. Rancher was chosen as a tool to help manage the Kubernetes clusters and interface 
Kubernetes with the underlying virtual hardware. Rancher has the benefit of having a rich user interface that 
would be helpful for users new to the microservices approach, but also has a powerful underlying command line 
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interface and configuration options allowing customisation and configuration for the experienced engineer. The 
combination of Rancher and Kubernetes together are immediately able to address issues like resiliency, 
reliability, scalability, performance and elasticity. The virtual machines chosen were generic Linux hosts to ensure 
that this solution can port to any major cloud vendor (AWS, IBM Cloud, Google Cloud, Azure etc.) or private cloud 
system (Openstack, VMWare etc.). 

For convenience, Table 3 - Kubernetes Terminology below lists the more commonly referred to Kubernetes 
features, the same terminology is used throughout this document. (Kubernetes Glossary of Terms, n.d.) 

Term Explanation 

Cluster 
A set of machines, called nodes, that run containerized applications managed by 
Kubernetes. A cluster has at least one worker node and at least one master node.  

Application The layer where various containerized applications run 

Container 

A lightweight and portable executable image that contains software and all of its 
dependencies 

 

Controller 

A control loop that watches the shared state of the cluster through the API server and 
makes changes attempting to move the current state towards the desired state  

 

Daemonset Ensures a copy of a Pod is running across a set of nodes in a cluster 

Deployment 
An API object that manages a replicated application  

 

Image 
Stored instance of a container that holds a set of software needed to run an application 

 

Kubernetes API 

The application that serves Kubernetes functionality through a RESTful interface and 
stores the state of the cluster 

 

Namespace 

An abstraction used by Kubernetes to support multiple virtual clusters on the same 
physical cluster 
 

Node 
A node is a worker machine in Kubernetes 

 

Pod 

The smallest and simplest Kubernetes object. A Pod represents a set (usually just one) of 

running containers on your cluster 
 

Volume 
A directory containing data, accessible to the containers in a pod 

 

YAML File 

This is a specifically structured configuration file that can define the use of many of the 
other items listed in this table, but is most frequently used to describe a deployment, which 
in turn will contain a number of sub-items, such as images, volumes and controllers. 

Table 3 - Kubernetes Terminology 

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/pods/pod-overview/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/glossary/?all=true#term-cluster
https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/glossary/?all=true#term-cluster
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/what-is-kubernetes/#why-containers
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/pods/pod-overview/
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2.3 Monitoring Strategy 

To address the infrastructure monitoring, Zenoss8 was used. This gives historical and live metrics relating to 
standard resources such as CPU, memory, disk and network resource usage in a clear and concise manner and is 
highly configurable and customisable. However, of more significant interest is the approach taken to monitoring 
the microservices clusters and the services themselves.  

The ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana) stack was chosen as it is an industry standard open source tool that 
is highly configurable and adaptable and comes pre-packaged with tools addressing the SCN microservices 
monitoring requirements. The Elasticsearch FileBeats and MetricBeats components were used to pull in metrics 
not just relating to CPU, memory etc but metrics specifically related to Kubernetes and microservices such as 
active containers, containers per Kubernetes node, state status etc. 

FileBeat9 also scrapes the log location that Docker uses for the various containers on a given host and pushes 
these messages to Elasticsearch. This results in any microservices application that is deployed to a Kubernetes 
cluster to have its log file messages (including any internal application level metrics) passed to Elasticsearch. 
Kibana finally brings all of this information together in a single location using customisable dashboards that 
display graphs and charts relating to the various metrics. Application-specific dashboards can be made (for 
example to track the message rate of a pub-sub instance) and also logs can be browsed, searched, categorised, 
filtered and indexed. 

2.4 Performance, Scalability and Reliability 

There was a specific requirement for the work done in D4.2 to address a number of performances, scalability, 
resilience and reliability requirements. D4.2 dedicated a section to outlining the general strategies employed and 
tools that can be used and ultimately how the tools discussed above (Rancher, Kubernetes and ELK) are able to 
address these concerns.  

Rancher provides resiliency of the Kubernetes management components themselves and of its own internal 
management services. This is done deploying Rancher in a multi-node High Availability deployment. Kubernetes 
allows for application level elastic scaling through the addition or reduction of running pods (pods are application 
instances).  

Kubernetes is able to achieve zero-downtime for the various applications and services running within it by 
maintaining rules regarding the minimum number of pods that must be running at a given moment for a specific 
application. This means in a variety of planned or unplanned situations, applications will remain available. For 
example, in case of a single node failure, all lost pods will be rescheduled to known good nodes. If a single pod 
fails, it will be restarted and if it repeatedly fails it will be moved to another node. If an application is receiving 
an upgrade or rolling back to a previous version, the replacement pods are scheduled and established to be 
functional first, and only then will the existing pods be terminated. 

D4.2 provided a number of recommendations regarding security policies and practices across the SELIS platform, 
covering topics like encryption, data at rest, data in transit, authorisation and authentication. In addition, Identity 
and Access management requirements were described, and initial steps taken with regards research into suitable 
candidates for tools and applications to address these requirements.  

Finally, it should be noted that all tools and software used in D4.2 were based on open source projects and tools 
and are available freely to any stakeholder who wishes to use them in the manner and design described in D4.2. 

 
8 https://www.zenoss.com/ 
 
9 https://www.elastic.co/products/beats/filebeat 
 

https://www.zenoss.com/
https://www.elastic.co/products/beats/filebeat
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3 SELIS Cloud Platform Refinements in D4.3 

The role of Task 4.2 is also to address the non-functional requirements of the SELIS project in line with its 
commercial aspirations while also supporting the practical elements relating to deployment and integration of 
the key SCN components such as the Big Data Analytics, PubSub, Knowledge Graph, DSS Applications and more. 
This means the requirements for this task are driven at least in part by developments of these components and 
services and requires the approach in Task 4.2 to be adaptive and dynamic, responding to new developments 
and plans as well as changes in technology and approach.  

3.1 Cloud Model 

While the SaaS model was the main focus of the work for Task 4.2, it became clear through interaction with 
partners from the Customs Interactions Living Lab 7 as well as input from the commercialization work in WP9 
that a SaaS approach would not suit every stakeholder.  

Therefore, the SaaS approach taken in D4.2 was designed to be flexible enough to adapt to other deployment 
models. This meant that deployment options such as on-premise, or cloud and on-premise hybrid are still 
possible, as well as private cloud IaaS deployments on any cloud vendor. The tools and configurations developed 
are just as usable by any stakeholder who wishes a more hands-on approach as they are by stakeholders looking 
to provide an SCN or SCNs in a SaaS manner. The system is inherently elastic by design, so it has the flexibility to 
have as small or as large a deployment footprint as needed with no change in approach or time commitment 
from the engineers responsible. 

The above approach was re-confirmed from further research, identifying industry trends and from further 
discussions with Living Lab partners. Based on this, refinements were made with regards shared services. With 
the modern microservices model, one of the benefits is that deploying complex services such as Identity and 
Access Management and monitoring tools are simple and can be highly automated. The result is a lightweight 
and flexible approach even with components and services that ultimately scale to a large size. 
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3.2 Microservices Model 

The result of the microservices design and tool upgrades and refinements, as outlined in the Cloud Microservices 
Design Refinement section, is a significantly refined and improved design of the SCN microservices platform and 

monitoring approach as shown in Figure 3 below. The notable changes are that all core and secondary SCN 
components can now reside within a single Kubernetes namespace while only the data adapters handling 
incoming data and the BDA analytics components require their own namespaces each. 

Each SCN will have at least the main and adapters namespace while its possible for many SCNs to share the BDA 
components from a single namespace or to give each SCN access to its own dedicated BDA namespace depending 
on requirements. Tertiary services such as firewalls and VPNs are offloaded outside the core SELIS infrastructure 
and are provided either by the Cloud vendor hosting the SCN or SCNs or are provided by the IT Infrastructure 
team in an on-premise deployment. 

3.3 Monitoring & Delivery Strategy 

 In addition to the above-mentioned changes, each namespace will receive its own dedicated ELK stack as ELK 
deployments can be highly automated within Rancher and centralised through the UI. 

In addition to the overall design improvements covered above, there was the introduction of a CI/CD (Continuous 
Integration/Continuous Delivery) pipeline and associated tools and infrastructure. This allows the SCN to support 
a traditional dev-ops (Development Operations) software development lifecycle and model out of the box.  

The dev-ops model relies on effective to tools to help teams rapidly iterate on versions of services and 
components within their software offering. It facilitates a developer checking in code, the code going through a 
number of verification steps, build steps and security audit steps before being pushed to the live environment 

Figure 3: Revised Architecture 
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for customers to interact with immediately. If at a later stage it is discovered that these changes are undesirable, 
it further facilitates a simple rollback procedure.  

This approach addresses a number of SME use cases in terms of customised application development for the 
SCN as it allows small development teams to adopt a robust development, test and deploy lifecycle without 
spending significant time on human and technological resources and facilitates quick feature development. 

3.4 Performance, Scalability and Reliability 

The designs and approach taken in D4.2 resulted in a highly reliable and resilient microservices platform though 
the features provided by Rancher, Kubernetes and the microservices strategy in general. To improve upon this, 
efforts were turned to efficiency and performance and alerting.  

The combination of Kubernetes and Rancher allows very fine-grained control of resource usage and quotas at 
the application level, the project level, namespace level, node level and cluster level. By controlling these quotas 
carefully, it is possible to avoid potential issues such as applications failing to scale quickly enough or scaling 
when there is no need. It also can avoid single nodes becoming overloaded which can affect application 
performance and thus user experience before the performance issues are known and action taken.  

While much of the actions taken to account for failures or performance issues happen automatically without 
human intervention it is still of course critical that human intervention is taken when needed and that there is a 
transparency and clarity of the situation, and what actions are being taken. To address this focus was turned to 
alerting.  

Rancher provides a rich alerting system that integrates with a variety of services (slack, email, rss etc) that can 
be highly customised to inform specific people of specific events in specific circumstances. For example, a single 
application scaling from three to four instances is not very critical but scaling from three to thirty would warrant 
an administrator to at least investigate and decide if action should be taken.  

Similarly, this ensures that decisions taken automatically that may have an associated cost (i.e. increasing 
compute in a pay-as-you-go cloud model) are taken with the knowledge of an interested party. 
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4 Cloud Microservices Design Refinement 
4.1 Context 

In addition to the functional requirements of the cloud microservices design, namely the ability to deploy and 
manage applications in a cloud environment, the strategy was to design to address the non-functional 
requirements of the project. The addressing of non-functional attributes is an attempt to maximise the post 
project productisation potential of the SCN. As discussed previously the key attributes are:  

• Scalability – The product should scale with relative ease and either no or very distant upper limits. The 
scalability strategy should account for a variety vectors – more users, more network traffic, more data, higher 
rates of analytics etc. 

• Elasticity – While scaling is useful, scaling up means more cost. Elasticity means the ability to scale up and 
down again easily and quickly as the various loads change, so there is no wasted expenditure 

• Performance – This is the requirement that the applications and services are maximising the benefits of the 
resources they use, ensuring no inefficiencies or waste, but also ensuring that the applications and services 
are reactive, so users or systems do not experience delays or failures 

• Reliability – This ensures that there is a minimal amount of failures from all elements 

• Resilience – This ensures that if there is a failure, the platform will adapt and recover with zero or minimal 
downtime 

• Security – This ensures the right people and systems can access or alter the right data at the right time 

• Data Protection – This ensures that sensitive data is protected from accidental or targeted intrusion 

To address these requirements, we followed the methodology defined earlier in the task T4.2 and reported in 
D4.2 which involved a hosting a series of online workshops led by IBM to understand the development, 
operational and integration requirements of other partners in the consortium and the technologies they were 
employing. These workshops proved an excellent forum for technical discussion and were key to surfacing 
invaluable insights so similar approaches were used in the research and decision-making processes that followed. 
In addition to this, there was close consultation with other partners to ensure that the strategies and decisions 
taken aligned with the open source focus of the project. 

Rancher and Kubernetes were selected as they are widely used, industry standard, have excellent support and 
documentation and functionally address many of the stated requirements, in particular when paired together. 
Kubernetes addresses all of the above requirements for the microservices running within it, but Kubernetes itself 
needs management and that is where Rancher comes in.  

Rancher was chosen because it provides an automated and simplified management interface to deploy and 
configure multiple Kubernetes clusters in a highly available and redundant manner. Rancher itself can also be 
deployed in HA mode, effectively providing seamless and integrated layers of high availability for application 
containers, Kubernetes clusters and the Rancher management framework at the apex of the architecture 
orchestration. 

The monitoring requirements are integrated into the microservices platform design. While the monitoring 
requirements are for the capture of resource and application metrics as well as application logs and the ability 
to display them in graphs and dashboards, there is an underlying strategy needed to acquire this information 
with minimal configuration or manual effort.  

The chosen strategy addresses these requirements easily by employing a “Monitoring by Design” approach. 
Applications deployed to the microservices platform will automatically be monitored and logs recorded at all 
levels.  To avail of the monitoring services, the application developer must only ensure that the appropriate 
information is logged, and the information will be captured, forwarded, indexed and displayed. 
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4.2 Microservices Management Tool Refinements 

The original cloud infrastructure design was based on Rancher v1.6. This provided a means to manage 
Kubernetes clusters and facilities to ensure uptime and redundancy of the Kubernetes state and management 
components as well as RBAM (Role Based Access Management) to Kubernetes. These features served as 
excellent tools to facilitate the management of Kubernetes clusters, but any operations within the Kubernetes 
clusters themselves remained manual. Some tools (such as ELK) came with pre-existing deployment definition 
files which define and configure a deployment into Kubernetes. These are provided by the tool owner in some 
cases or a 3rd party in others and are extremely useful, as they set out the configuration of various items in 
advance such as: 

• Docker Images and Versions to use 

• Configuration items to be injected into configuration files within the images 

• Service ports, IP addresses and discovery DNS addresses 

• Storage configurations such as persistent storage, policies for re-use of storage 

• Replica strategies defining how many instances of an application should be running at a time 

• Resource usage strategies 

• Monitors and probes that verify the application is running correctly and what to do if a problem is 
detected 

However, these files do require modification and changes at a very manual level – the configurations described 
above are stored in a YAML definition file, which is a structured, text description of the configuration. It requires 
a lot of knowledge of the structure and format of the file and of the various items being configured. 

With Rancher V2.0 the Kubernetes clusters and Rancher components are fully integrated. This means that 
Rancher is not simply there to deploy Kubernetes but can be extended to manage the actual Kubernetes cluster 
operations – including deployments, volumes, services, load balancing and replication.  Rancher in turn has its 
own catalogue of essential componentry and this allows integrated deployments of these tools into the 
Kubernetes clusters with a far more defined and user-friendly configuration process and doesn’t require direct 
and manual editing of definition files (although such access is possible if required).  

Figure 4 - Rancher Deployment 

These integrated deployment options are also seamlessly connected to Kubernetes own namespace concept 
which means Rancher itself can be used to define different clusters and projects which allows the logical and 
physical separation of SCNs as needed. Figure 4 shows the general topology of components in a 
Rancher/Kubernetes SCN deployment. 
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As discussed earlier in this deliverable, one of the goals is to provide a microservices infrastructure design that is 
not vendor locked. Rancher provides significant flexibility in this area by supporting a direct interface with various 
cloud vendors and a highly customisable approach to adding resources from other cloud providers or from on-
premise or self-managed virtual and physical infrastructure.  

This can be combined with industry standard automation frameworks to provide a customised level of control 
regarding resource deployment. For example, Terraform10 is a widely used tool for defining Infrastructure-as-
Code (IAC) and has direct support for Rancher. This allows the infrastructure to be defined and managed in a 
centralised, automated, version-controlled manner and can now be extended into the microservices level also. 
It is possible to create custom alerts, triggers and automations whereby a single application has scaled as much 
as is possible due to unavailable resources. This may trigger an alert that can call a webhook that will provision 
more resources via the vendor API (Amazon, Azure etc.) or an on on-premise API (openstack, terraform etc.) 
which then will allow the application to scale. 

One issue that may arise is a single cluster expanding in its resource usage to a level beyond what is desired. This 
could be an issue due to cost, or it could be starving other systems of resources depending on the infrastructure 
topology.  

Rancher provides the capability to set specific resource quotas at a cluster level, ensuring that dangerous or 
costly situations cannot arise. The level of control here is significant, allowing for different quotas for namespaces 
within clusters as well as global cluster level restrictions. It can be applied to a number of resource types such as 
cpu time, cpu cores, memory, storage, load balancers, open ports, pods, services, storage claims and replication 
controllers. 

4.3 New Components and Features  

The updated microservices architecture and design provides a number of new features and enhancements and 
these are provided by a number of tools outlined in this section. These tools provide some new features not seen 
in the first version of this deliverable and which enhance existing features and functionality significantly.   

One of the advantages of the microservices architecture is the inherent monitoring by design. In the same way 
that an SCN automatically avails of the scalability potential by virtue of just being deployed onto the 
microservices hosting platform, an SCN also automatically avails of the inherent monitoring in the platform. 
Integrated into the microservices cloud platform are monitoring components such as Fluentd, Elasticsearch, 
Grafana, Kibana and Prometheus. The synergy between these monitoring components provides for extremely 
versatile and adaptive monitoring for all areas of the SCN service, including the platform itself and all SCN 
instances running on it, by combing their respective strengths into a seamless microservices based monitoring 
framework.   

The monitoring components are the Fluentd which provides the unified logging layer for the 
applications, Elasticsearch provides the searchable event-oriented database and Grafana and Kibana 
provide for graph analysis and visualisation of application metrics. Prometheus is a recent addition to 
the monitoring that provides an efficient and performant approach to time series-based monitoring 
metrics from the underlying docker Docker/Kubernetes nodes. This data is in turn passed to the Grafana 
component that specialises in the visualisation and graphing of resource metrics on the cluster nodes. 

4.3.1 Istio – Microservices Network Management 

One of the services that Kubernetes provides is management of network traffic and load balancing. However, 
the functionality provided here is quite basic and more significantly it becomes quite difficult to manage custom 
network configurations as the size of the cluster grows and even more so with multiple clusters. Istio is a “service 

 
10 https://www.terraform.io/ 
 

https://www.terraform.io/
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mesh” which is designed specifically to work with Kubernetes. It provides “a dedicated infrastructure layer for 
making service-to-service communication safe, performant and reliable”. (Grace, n.d.) Some of the features it 
provides are:  

• Enhanced Load balancing for HTTP, WebSocket, TCP Traffic 

• Fine grained control via routing rules, and policies defining failover strategies and fault injection 

• Policy Layer accessible via API supporting access controls, quotas and rate limiting 

• Gathering of Network metrics beyond the normal monitoring strategies including traces 

• Secure service-to-service authentication both internally and in a cluster to cluster context. 

4.3.2 Anchore – Microservices Security Compliance 

There are a number of possible ways an SCN may be deployed depending on the stakeholders involved, the SCN 
owner and the SCN providers. There are some circumstances whereby the SCN owner is not the same as the SCN 
application providers and there are some situations where multiple SCNs may share the same underlying 
infrastructure. In situations like this it is critical to ensure security compliance is adhered to across all components 
in all SCN deployments. With multiple application publishers and participants this task may be difficult to 
manage. Anchore was chosen as a means to automate some of the overhead in this task.  

The Anchore Engine allows developers to perform detailed analysis on their container images, run queries, 
produce reports and define policies that can be used in CI/CD pipelines. (Anchore, Anchore, n.d.) In the case of 
an SCN deployment, the SCN owner or manager can define a set of security and compliance audit policies that 
Anchore will use. When a developer pushes a new version of their application it will be scanned, inspected and 
evaluated based on these policies and the container will either be rejected with an accompanying report or it 
will be marked as a pass and can progress to be deployed. The scan inspects libraries and components within the 
docker container and identifies any that are out of date or contain known security issues. In addition, the scan 
checks for base images that are blacklisted (or not whitelisted) as well as publishers that are not trusted. The 
result is that no images will be published to any Kubernetes cluster that might have a potential security issue or 
contain any CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) 

 

 
Figure 5 - Anchore CI/CD flow (Anchore, https://anchore.com/opensource/) 

4.3.3 Falco 

One of the requirements for the work done in Task 4.2 and reported D4.3 is to address the issue of auditing and 
alerting. Microservices presents an interesting challenge with regards to audit trails as there may be a very high 
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volume of containers and their lifecycle may be transient – that is by the time an issue is known the container 
may have been destroyed and replaced. Falco helps address this challenge and is specifically designed to work 
in a microservices environment.  

Falco is a simple tool that can be installed in all the base nodes that will make up a given Kubernetes cluster and 
will run in the background. A policy defined by a configuration file is enforced and Falco will monitor the images 
running in the node for behaviour that is outside the normal expected parameters. This highly customisable so 
it can be adapted to a variety of situations.  

An example would be a container that has been directly accessed by a user and the containers file system having 
been accessed manually. Unless this is an administrator, this is not standard behaviour in a live production 
environment and must be recorded and an alert produced, both of which Falco will do.  

Another example would be a container that is known to only perform a simple operation and will only ever target 
a single known host with requests. If the container starts to use large amount of resources or send network traffic 
to other destinations this indicates a problem or possible intrusion and again a report and an alert would be 
generated. 

4.3.4 Prometheus & Grafana 

In the previous version of this deliverable the ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana) stack was used for the 
collection, curation and visualisation of application logs and metrics as well as resource metrics on an 
orchestration and hardware level. Elasticsearch is better suited for the storage of logs and events than it is for 
the storage of metrics as at a basic level it is a database. Therefore, it has the capacity to store a large amount of 
data for each individual entry. That makes it less efficient for the storage of metrics which are by their nature 
just a single data point per entry (time interval). It was decided to use Prometheus for the monitoring and storage 
of metric data. Prometheus uses data forwarders to capture resource metrics from individual nodes and can 
interface directly with the Kubernetes API to capture orchestration related metrics. These are then accessed and 
visualised in customisable dashboards in Grafana which is also tailored more for displaying graphs and metrics, 
where-as Kibana is designed more for log files and more complex data. 

4.3.5 OpenEBS 

While the BDA section represents the greatest requirement for storage in the SELIS platform, there will be 
additional storage requirements for the other components also. These requirements may vary from component 
to component across attributes like size, backups, redundancy, speed, persistence, recycling policies, encryption 
etc. Major cloud vendors will supply a variety of storage options that rancher and Kubernetes can interface with 
directly but building this into the design requires a level of specificity regarding that particular vendor. One of 
the benefits of the designs so far is that it is entirely vendor agnostic, and that extends to private-cloud or on-
premise deployments also.  

Therefore, it was decided that a solution should be provided that was open source, could be integrated into the 
existing design and had little or no dependencies that lock the administrators to a particular vendor or storage 
system.  

Research done in this area led to the decision to use OpenEBS11. OpenEBS is an open source tool based on the 
technologies developed for elastic storage within AWS. The high-level advantages are that it is open source, fully 
integrated with Rancher & Kubernetes and that it still relies upon the Kubernetes feature of “storage classes”. 
Storage Classes allows the use of a simple template to request storage that is passed to a back-end storage 
provider (AWS, Gluster, Google, VMware, Openstack).  

 
11 https://openebs.io/ 
 

https://openebs.io/
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This allows a change in storage provider with very minor configuration changes if the administrator or SCN 
provider wish to do so. In addition to these advantages OpenEBS provides some technical advantages also. It can 
use existing disk or file systems in Kubernetes nodes, or dedicated nodes to provide the underlying disk storage. 
Then it uses containerised management tools to abstract this disk storage to requestable space which can be 
allocated to a running pod or container. Because of this abstraction OpenEBS is able to provide replication and 
redundancy across multiple nods and pods ensuring that if something happens to a single storage instance or 
even an whole disk or node, the data remains safe and available at all times. 

4.4 Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery Overview  

To understand the Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) concept we first need to examine the 
DevOps approach that is widely adopted by major IT service providers today. DevOps is a set of processes and 
practices that automates and improves efficiency in the journey from development of code to deployment of 
applications to a live production environment.  

This approach is not just about tools, software and systems but also aims to improve the processes whereby the 
various teams involved (developers, testers, infrastructure engineers, performance engineers, site reliability 
engineers) communicate and collaborate for the common goal of software delivery. While this type of approach 
is critical in a large-scale operation with multiple teams comprising of multiple members delivering large scale 
complex systems, it can be equally valuable for SMEs creating smaller commercial offerings as it still improves 
efficiency and visibility across the board.  

One of the most significant benefits that CI/CD also offers is speed – the time between a developer writing new 
code and that code finally making it into a live production environment  can be as slow as months in a tradition 
development iteration but the DevOps approach aims to lower this time gap to days or even instantaneous. 

To successfully adopt the DevOps approach there are a number of frameworks that need to be adopted, such as 
a change in culture, an agreement to collaborate and a careful monitoring of efficiencies and processes but one 
of the bigger changes that is needed is a heavy reliability on automation.  

CI/CD is the practical approach for that automation. Continuous Integration is the practice of merging in new 
changes in a given component or service as often as possible and then verifying that component or service still 
works with the various other’s in a given software deployment. This means integration issues that will inevitably 
arise will be easily identified as they come one at a time and there will not be a sudden, urgent and complicated 
integration task at the end of the development cycle. Continuous Delivery is an extension of this whereby new 
versions of components are deployed to production often and quickly allowing customers to benefit as soon as 
possible. The core idea behind both CI and CD is that all the steps will take place without human intervention 
save for code reviews and actions to be taken in case of failures. 

The concept whereby CI/CD is implemented is known as a pipeline. This is just an automated series of steps 
where the result of the previous is passed to the following step if it was successful. There are a number of tools 
that exist to support this type of automation but one of the most popular is Jenkins.  

Rancher has an integrated CI/CD pipeline solution which is powered by Jenkins. Although the pipeline can be 
entirely customised to suit the software being developed it will generally consist of some standard steps outlined 
in Figure 6 (shown in next page). 

At any stage if a step fails then the developer who checked in the new code will be informed along with any other 
interested parties. Similarly, if an issue arises in the production environment that effects customers then the 
deployment can be rolled back using the rollback feature in Kubernetes and the issue addressed and the tests 
updated to catch this potential issue. 

Rancher provides some of the functionality described above – it is fully integrated with both Jenkins and 
Kubernetes. This means tasks like setting up pipelines, connecting to git, setting up alerts, logging and monitoring 
of the pipeline are seamless. It also means that Jenkins jobs related to deployment are easily customised as there 
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is existing integration with Kubernetes. Rancher also provides its own docker registry, so storage of built 
containers is similarly automated.  

However, there is no predefined test steps so these must be manually created. Rancher provides a simple UI 
whereby custom steps can be inserted into the pipeline. These custom steps can perform a variety of functions 

already provided by Kubernetes and Rancher such as building and deploying other images, deploying yaml files 
(Kubernetes Deployment Definition files) or pre-packaged applications that Rancher already supports (such as 
Elasticsearch). In addition, it can run a script or program using a variety of industry standard languages such as 
java, php, go, node or python and finally it can be customised completely if support does not already exist. 

Aside from the customised testing and verification steps that can be added to the pipeline in this manner, security 
and audit steps can be added and these will be discussed below. 

4.5 Microservices Security Approach  

While the overall SCN and SCN application security and identity management need to be addressed with a 
comprehensive strategy (Described in the Security and Identity Management section there are also security 

Figure 6 - Sample CI/CD Pipeline 
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concerns to be addressed at the microservices infrastructure level. Security of the systems that manage the 
microservices orchestration and monitoring components must also adhere to the policies defined in the Security 
and Identity Management.  

One of the areas discussed is that of Role Based Access Control (RBAC) which is the concept that users of any 
type (customers, SCN administrators, cloud service administrators or developers etc.) can only access the 
services they need and within that can only effect changes they need to. For example – the access requirements 
for the SCN administrator will be different from the requirements of an SCN application developer. An 
administrator of the SCN (or SCNs) will have the ability to create and change clusters projects and namespaces 
as well as set rules for deployments, rollbacks scaling, storage networking etc. Kubernetes provides some support 
for RBAC to control who can do which of these actions and Rancher integrates this RBAC feature into its own 
roles and security policies.  

In addition, rancher integrates with Keycloak (discussed in detail in the Security and Identity Management 
section) to provide a SAML based user authentication system that the RBAC and security policies are enforced 
on. 

While a microservices based approach to infrastructure has a number of benefits (as discussed in D4.2), the 
management of large volumes of containers presents a problem. This is solved by Kubernetes and other 
orchestration strategies but one issue that also needs addressing is that of security compliance and auditing. In 
a large scale multi-SCN SaaS environment there could be hundreds if not thousands of containers running.  

These could be owned, developed, maintained or deployed by any number of actors such as developers, devOps 
engineers, administrators, SCN owners, IT staff from customers and so on. Although containers are designed to 
be small and lightweight and contain only what is needed, the reality is there can still be a vast number of IT 
assets within a container. Container images are based on a system of inheritance – as an example the official 
nginx docker image (nginx is a lightweight proxy) is based on the Debian docker image.  

To build the nginx image you first pull the Debian image and then make the appropriate additions to create the 
nginx image. In this example there is only one inheritance but for other containers there could be a far higher 
number. From a security perspective we not only want to be sure we trust the image we are using but that we 
trust all the images from which it has inherited and all the publishers of those images. If this is expanded to the 
potentially hundreds of deployed containers the task of assessing and auditing the images becomes significant.  

To address this a security audit stage has been added to the pipeline within Rancher when building and deploying 
new images. Before the image can be deployed to a production environment it is inspected by Anchore (outlined 
in section 4.3 - New Components and Features ). Anchore performs a number of tasks including: 

• Vulnerability Scanning – Known Vulnerabilities in OS or application libraries 

• Password Security – ensure no plaintext passwords are in the container filesystem 

• 3rd Party Libraries – Identify any external 3rd party libraries of unknown publishers 

• Whitelist – allow known publishers 

• Custom – define your own parameters to determine a pass or fail upon inspection 

4.6 Performance, Scalability and Resiliency Testing 

The applied microservices design and the tools and strategies employed result in a highly resilient platform. This 
was tested by simulating a variety of failure scenarios and observing how the environment behaved. There was 
a series of tests conducted with escalating severity: 

• A single pod (application instance) fails 

• A single node fails 

• A Kubernetes management node fails 

• Multiple node failures at once (combination of types) 

• Rancher services fail 
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• Rancher nodes fail 

• Total and catastrophic failure of the data centre 

The recovery strategy varies depending on the specific scenario above but there are generally two main recovery 
types. First, as shown in Figure 7 - Single Pod Failure & Recovery, if a single pod fails, it is restarted in its current 
location. If the pod cannot be started or has multiple fail-restarts, then move the pod to another node.  

 

 

Figure 7 - Single Pod Failure & Recovery 

This recovery strategy also applies to certain internal management services also such as Rancher DNS or 
networking management services. Kubernetes will manage the automatic restart and movement of application 
instances and Rancher manages the internal services. 

The other type is the failure of a whole node. As shown in Figure 8 - Single Node Failure & Recovery, in the event 
of an entire node failing the various pods (application instances) will be redistributed across the various still 
working nodes, with resource usage taken into account. Again, this strategy is employed if nodes that contain 
internal management processes fail. The management processes will be redistributed across the good nodes in 
a similar fashion. 
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Figure 8 - Single Node Failure & Recovery 

One scenario that has a different approach is the failure of Kubernetes management nodes. There is already built 
in redundancy so there can be up to three node failures and Kubernetes will continue to function. Human 
intervention is required to recover the failed nodes, but not to require for Kubernetes to function.  

In each of the remaining scenarios the environment recovered with no human intervention, and with minimal or 
no downtime of applications. The final and most severe test, the “Total and Catastrophic failure of the data 
centre” simulated the entire data centre losing power, which is an extremely unlikely event. However, the 
environment responded excellently with all services resuming automatically, and all availability being re-
established with no human interaction.  

This is accomplished by the VMs rebooting automatically when power is restored, docker starting automatically 
on all nodes and Rancher starting automatically. Rancher will then detect that none of its systems are running 
and start them (including Kubernetes) and Kubernetes will then rebuild the overall deployment portfolios based 
on the last known good state. 

The Kubernetes State is the most sensitive part of the overall design – it holds the deployment topology defining 
what nodes are deployed, how many are running, resource restrictions and scaling strategies, service definitions 
and ports assigned etc. As it is the most sensitive of all components to failure there is significant precautions 
taken to protect it. There is a three-instance quorum-based approach.  

This means there are three copies of the state service deployed and they will vote internally to agree what the 
real state should be. If an agreement cannot be reached due to failure or instability, then a backup of the last 
known agreed state can be retrieved from Rancher. Rancher takes periodic backups of the state as well as 
backups before and after major configuration changes.  

In addition to the failure scenarios outlined above, a series of tests were performed regarding the inherent 
scalability features of the overall platform. This was done by implementing an auto-scaler within Kubernetes and 
applying it to one of the deployments. As there is a requirement for the monitoring services to scale alongside 
the SCN components they monitor, Elasticsearch was chosen to test the auto-scaler.  

The auto-scaler was configured to add extra Elasticsearch instances if any single instance reached 80% of its CPU 
quota. Additional load was placed on the Elasticsearch service by increasing the logging level for other internal 
services to their maximum, thereby increasing incoming events and messages by a factor of 10. The auto-scaler 
was seen to add additional pods to handle the increase in load as shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 - Kubernetes Auto-scaling 

5 Monitoring Refinements 
5.1 Introduction 

The monitoring approach described in D4.2 was threefold – using Zenoss for underlying infrastructure 
monitoring, using Elasticsearch for microservices and application monitoring and using Weaveworks as a 
lightweight hybrid of both giving quick visibility on resource status in the cluster.  

These tools were chosen as they were able to give global visibility all the way from underlying infrastructure, 
through virtualisation, to hypervisor, orchestration, containerisation, application and networking. As the cloud 
model for SELIS was that of a SaaS offering this configuration was well suited, giving the SaaS administrators 
global visibility of all elements of their environment.  

In Task 4.2 and reported in this deliverable (D4.3) the assumed strategy was that of a single (or few) SCN SaaS 
providers who would engage large scale offerings with each environment containing many multiples of SCNs, 
perhaps up to hundreds or thousands. Elasticsearch and Zenoss have a significant capacity to scale and therefore 
were well suited to this model.   

5.2 Refined Monitoring Approach 

Through further interactions with the Living Lab consortium partners and further research into industry 
standards and current trends, it became clear that there was more than one type of SaaS cloud model to be 
considered. As previously mentioned, there could be a small SME offering a single and small SCN as a SaaS 
offering.  

Although the SCN was designed to be lightweight and easily deployable, its ability to scale for an enterprise level 
organisation has the flexibility to facilitate a more substantial deployment. A large IT firm could offer one single 
but very large/SCN or it could offer a large number of small SCNs to a single logistics community, or it could be 
any combination of these two examples or more.  

Within this there are further choices to be made – certain stakeholders may want to save on IT infrastructure 
cost by hosting multiple SCNs on a single cluster, divided by namespaces. Some may have strict policies insisting 
on separate clusters. 
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Due to the variety of sub-models that were possible it was decided that a single “monolith” monitoring service 
was not optimal. Modern microservices implementations allow for small lightweight deployments of the various 
monitoring components to be deployed in a highly automated and highly configurable manner.  

This results in dedicated micro deployments for individual clusters, namespaces or applications at the discretion 
of the SCN provider and administrators. These “micro” deployments still have all the benefits of the monolith 
deployments – for example in the case of Elasticsearch it is still clustered across multiple Kubernetes nodes 
allowing it to shard data across these nodes to protect against data loss.  

A single cluster instance could use very few resources and still be functional. However, in the circumstances 
where the logging requirement will increase – either planned or unplanned, the cluster can scale using 
Kubernetes inbuilt scaling features or a dedicated Kubernetes cluster solely to manage monitoring services could 
be deployed as needed using existing assets. 

5.3 Refined Monitoring Features & Approaches 

5.3.1 4.3.1 Prometheus & Grafana 

In the previous version of this deliverable, Elasticsearch was used to store all metrics from the microservices level 
up – from application right down to the resource metrics from the nodes in a Kubernetes cluster. Elasticsearch 
is, at its core, a database and it is designed to store “event” based content – this would be log files with detailed 
information within a single entry.  

For simpler time metrics such as CPU usage, which is a single number that changes over time Elasticsearch is not 
the most efficient. Therefore, it was decided to use Prometheus. Prometheus is widely used industry standard 
tool for storing time series metrics in microservices environments. It has full integration with Kubernetes allowing 
direct flow of metric data from the Kubernetes API into the Prometheus server.  

Prometheus has a number of “forwarders” which can be configured for a variety of purposes and in this scenario, 
it was configured to capture resource metrics (CPU, disk IO, Memory etc.) from the Kubernetes cluster nodes. 
Prometheus is paired with Grafana, which is a dashboard tool designed for metric visualisation. It too is highly 
customisable and integrates with Rancher allowing multiple dashboards showing a variety of information 
regarding Kubernetes, the applications and resources and the nodes and their resources also. 

5.3.2 Role Based Access Control 

A significant addition to the monitoring services is that of Role Based Access Control. There are now four 
components that contain sensitive information – Elasticsearch and Kibana, and Prometheus and Grafana. These 
too need to be secured in the same manner as the other major components in the SELIS platform.  

For this we continue to use Keycloak (discussed in detail in the Security and Identity Management section). 
Elasticsearch itself has its own built in authentication system, and as users will not interact directly with the 
database, this is acceptable. The same is true for Prometheus. However, Kibana does require direct user access 
and does not support authentication. Therefore, Kibana is placed behind a proxy provided by Keycloak and 
Keycloak will provide authentication services to Kibana in the same manner as for the other SCN components. 

Grafana is the other major interface by which users access metrics and Grafana supports oauth2 which can also 
be integrated with Keycloak. 

5.3.3 APM Server 

APM (Application Performance Monitoring) Server is another service provided by Elasticsearch that aims to 
address performance monitoring within applications. The APM server is deployed separately from the 
Elasticsearch cluster and configured to forward events to the cluster. Agents are deployed within various 
applications that will capture internal metrics and forward them to the APM server.  
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There are agents for a large variety of major frameworks and languages – Go, Java, Node.js, Python, Ruby, RUM, 
JavaScript. For example, the Java agent simply requires an addition to be made to the JVM arguments after which 
the agent will forward information about JVM memory usage, garbage collection etc. In addition, custom metrics 
can be defined, capturing transaction times (such as time to make an API call, access a database, or perform a 
login). 
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5.4 Multi-dashboard integration 

Figure 10 below shows how the main monitoring components combine together to give a single viewpoint in the 
SCN status, customizable for the stakeholder. In this example we can see nodes one and two are running 
replicated clusters of Elasticsearch and Prometheus as well as a single instance of Kibana and Grafana.  

Figure 10 - Integrated Monitoring Approach 

On nodes three, four and five we can see that there is a replicated neo4j cluster deployed. Also running on these 
nodes are fluentd, the Kubernetes management components and a log forwarder. A fluentd component captures 
logs from the various running containers on the node, which will include application logs for the major SCN 
components and will forward them to Elasticsearch. Prometheus connects directly to the Kubernetes 
management components to retrieve Kubernetes related metrics and also receives the node resource metrics 
from the log forwarder on each node.   

Kibana is then used to either browse, search, filter and explore the application logs or to create dashboards based 
on certain metrics found within the logs. Grafana is similarly used to create dashboards that can show Kubernetes 
and node resource metrics.  

Most significantly both of these tools are highly customisable, any combination of information can be embedded 
into a single dashboard or individual metric graphs or gauges can be created. Finally these tools are also ready 
to be embedded – so it is possible to create a custom dashboard combining the information from both Grafana 
and Kibana to give a single-point overview of the status of an SCN or multiple SCNs, or a single component or 
many components, depending on the needs of the user.  

5.5 Monitoring of Components 

While the monitoring of individual applications is automated to a degree there is a level of customisation that 
must be implemented. Many applications will produce potentially hundreds of metrics but only some are 
relevant in a dashboard showing a high-level overview. Here we outline some of the key metrics that are 
monitored from a selection of core components that go into building an SCN.  

5.5.1 Neo4j 

Neo4j is the underlying service on which the knowledge graph is based. It is a graph database that supports 
clustering and in conjunction with Kubernetes autoscaling this means there are likely multiple instances of this 
service running, even in a modest sized SCN. Neo4j gives direct control over the type and level of logging covering 
topics like transactions (rate, number, committed etc.), caching, page faults, flushes and exceptions, statistics 
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about the database (number of nodes, relationships etc.) and finally statistics on network usage within the 
cluster.  Although neo4j supports pushing logs to Prometheus, it follows the overall monitoring strategy to just 
print these logs to file where fluentd will parse push them to Elasticsearch. For the neo4j dashboard the focus 
will be on transaction rates, errors and database statistics as these are of most relevance to the SCN 
administrator. 

5.5.2 Spark 

Spark is one of the major components that underlies the BDA component. Although the monitoring for BDA is 
covered in detail in D4.5 Big Data Analytics and Machine Learning Sub-system it is worth noting that spark will 
follow the overall monitoring strategy and write metrics to csv files which will be captured by fluentd.  

There are a number of subcomponents to spark and due to the integration with Kubernetes some 
subcomponents (such as the worker instances) are highly transient – they will be initiated to run a job and then 
immediately destroyed. Therefore, it is more practical to focus the monitoring on the Spark Master process as it 
will have top level overview of all tasks and jobs and the collated statistics for those jobs.  

Relevant metrics include the job rate and the average time to complete a job. This is relevant to the SCN 
administrator as the rate and complexity of jobs will increase as more information enters the SCN via the PubSub. 
Sudden spikes may overwhelm static resources or in the case of elastic infrastructure may incur unexpected costs 
from a cloud vendor. 

5.5.3 PubSub 

As the PubSub is a bespoke application developed for use in the SCN the metrics and logging can be highly 
customised for a specific SCN. However, the main focus will be on message rates, message sizes and metrics 
highlighting potential issues such as queue-length, unacknowledged deliveries, etc. 

5.5.4 Node.js and .net 

Although there are a vast number of possible underlying frameworks that the DSS dashboards and business 
applications could depend on, node.js and .net are the two most likely. These both provide a vast amount of 
information including items like CPU usage and memory usage. However, in a typical SCN the number of active 
users accessing a dashboard will be quite low.  

Even if a participating organization has thousands of employees it is likely only a few key staff will have an interest 
and therefore access to these dashboards. Resource usage is not as critical as functionality – and in the case of a 
front-end application or UI the critical element is successful connectivity to the information on the back end. 
Therefore, the focus for these systems is monitoring API calls the application makes to other SCN systems to 
ensure success.  

This can be a first indication that there is a problem within the SCN and can help direct an administrator’s 
attention to the right component for troubleshooting. Repeated failed API calls to the BDA Controller will lead 
the administrator to access the dashboard for this component, for example.  

While node.js is containerised, it should be noted that containerisation for .net frameworks is still new – so these 
systems may be running on separate VMs outside the auto-monitoring scope. It is still possible to manually install 
a log & metric forwarder (fluentd, filebeats and/or metricbeats) and configure to forward the information to 
Elasticsearch. 

5.5.5 Keycloak 

Monitoring Keycloak is likely to relate to two core tasks – troubleshooting user and data authentication issues 
and for audit data capture purposes. For these tasks there is not a requirement for a dashboard, as it will show 
generic statistics (logins per minute etc.). To access specific information about a single event or collection of 
events, Kibana can be uses to search, filter and browse the detailed events logged in the Elasticsearch database. 
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6 Proof of Concept Platform Deployment 

This section gives an overview of the deployment and configuration of the tools and systems described in the 
Cloud Microservices Design and Monitoring sections. 

6.1 Infrastructure Used 

The current deployment used 22 VMs with varying specifications. For the purposes of the deployment a template 
was created running Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS Linux with core dependencies installed (notably Docker v17.6.0). 
Rancher v2.2.4 was installed in HA mode across three VMs and placed behind a nginx load balancer on a fourth 
VM.  

Within Rancher two clusters were deployed Cluster A has 6 nodes comprising of 24 cores and 46GB of RAM, and 
cluster B has 8 nodes with 32 cores and 61GB of RAM. Although there will be some variability depending on the 
application and the load it is serving, the two clusters can roughly support 1500 running pods. 

6.2 Cluster & Monitoring Components Deployment 

Rancher splits clusters into multiple projects and those projects can contain individual namespaces. The level of 
isolation between namespaces, projects and namespaces is entirely customisable. For example, in a two-cluster 
system where one cluster is for SCN A and another cluster is for SCN A, it can be configured so that no network 
traffic can pass between the two clusters and a given user can only access the cluster from which it is assigned. 
This can also be true on a project or namespace level. For the purposes of development users are assigned on a 
per-cluster basis and some inter-project and inter-namespace communication is allowed by configuration. 

Each cluster contains a “System” project into which some core services are deployed. Some are default services 
supplied by Rancher: 

• Canal (Network Overlay) 

• Kube-DNS (Internal Cluster DNS) 

• Metrics server (Providing Rancher metrics) 

• Ingress Controller (Load Balancing and Services) 

• Cattle-cluster-agent (Rancher Cluster Control) 

• Cattle-node-agent (Rancher Node Control) 

• Kube-api-auth (Auth access for the Kubernetes API) 

Some services are added after the cluster is built: 

• Alert-Manager (Cluster level alerting) 

• Log Exporter (Forwards Node & Kubernetes Metrics) 

• Grafana (Metrics Dashboard showing Prometheus metrics) 

• Prometheus (Accepts forwarded metrics from nodes and Kubernetes) 

 In each cluster a dedicated project for Elasticsearch is created with public (to the cluster) facing endpoints. 
Deployed within this project is  

• Elasticsearch v6.2.4 (3 pods) 

• Fluentd (on each node in the cluster) 

• Kibana v6.2.4 (single pod) 

Similarly, each cluster has a dedicated Prometheus deployment, which comes with a Grafana instance also: 

• Grafana v5.4.3 (1 pod) 

• Prometheus v2.7.1 (1 pod) 
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6.3 Tools Deployed 

6.3.1 OpenEBS 

OpenEBS v0.90 was deployed in a standalone namespace on each cluster. OpenEBS provides storage-class 
templates and back-end services allowing applications to make persistent volume claims using existing storage 
on the cluster nodes. Open EBS deploys the following: 

• openebs-admission-server (intercepts calls to Kubernetes API) 

• openebs-api-server (Actual API Server for requests) 

• openebs-local-provisioner (provisions on local node)  

• openebs-ndm (Node Disk Manager – 1 pod per node) 

• openebs-provisioner (Provisions across multiple nodes 

• openebs-snapshot-operator (Manages Snapshots) 

6.3.2 Anchore 

Anchore is deployed to provide security and audit services in the CI/CD pipeline. It has three components: 

• Anchore-Engine-Core (Manage incoming requests, the request queue etc.) 

• Anchore-Engine-worker (does the actual scanning 

• Anchore-postgressql (storage of results, whitelists, blacklists etc.) 

6.3.3 Falco 

Falco has a number of deployment options. It is possible to install into the base node OS or it possible to deploy 
containerized. To evaluate the differences, Cluster A has Falco installed onto the linux nodes that the cluster 
comprise of and Cluster B has deployed Falco as a daemon-set via Kubernetes using an open source yaml file set. 

6.3.4 CI/CD Pipeline 

The creation and setup of a CI/CD pipeline is a significant task and therefore it was judged to be more useful to 
create a thoroughly developed and defined pipeline for a small number of components, rather than a skeleton 
pipeline for all components.  

Two case study pipelines were created – one for neo4j based Knowledge Graph and one for a node.js. In both 
instances a set of yaml files defining the deployment parameters was checked into a git repository, and the 
various docker images needed stored in a docker registry deployed within Rancher.  

Rancher was then connected to the git repos in question using the access and secret keys provided by the git 
repo manager and a pipeline is created. The pipeline automatically uses the yaml files to build and deploy the 
images as defined, but the additional stages such as security audit with Anchore and any application testing were 
added manually. 
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7 Performance and Scalability 
7.1 Introduction  

Deliverable 4.2 Cloud Infrastructure and Monitoring Platform) identified several critical performance 
requirements and associated metrics for measuring the performance of a computer system. For SELIS 
Community Node (SCN), SELIS Deliverable 4.2 identified response time and bandwidth as the most important 
performance metrics. 

In this section we describe the method for testing the performance and scalability of a number of SELIS SCN 
components, with a detailed case study of the Community Node Knowledge Graph (SKG) Environment. For 
testing purposes, we have employed the Locust performance/load test environment for distributed systems.  In 
this environment we defined typical user operations performed on SKG data.  

We then simulated a very large number of users (10,000) and of concurrent requests (up to 300 per second). We 
measured the performance of the SKG environment in terms of response time and ability to sustain a constant 
throughput. The test results indicate that even under moderate computing resources, the current 
implementation of the SKG system can meet the requested performance requirements expected for the typical 
SCN configuration. 

7.2 Performance (Load) Testing Environments 

All multi-user, client-server systems need to be tested under varied loads to understand their performance 
capabilities. Both, bursts of user requests well as steady and increasing traffic loads must be used in the rests. 
The test results are used to validate any assumptions about the system’s capabilities and to configure it for the 
expected production traffic, prior to deployment. 

Load testing, which is a subset of performance testing, is the process of putting demand on a system and 
measuring its response. It analyses the system performance under normal and high loads and determines if the 
system, piece of software, or computing device can handle such loads. There are currently many tools and 
environments for load testing, most notably Gatling, Apache JMeter, The Grinder, Tsung and Locust. 

REST API Interface OGM fRAMEWORK

http operations
OGM OPERATIONS

SKG (external) Client

http commands

SKG (internal) Client

OGM commands

SKG DATA

Figure 11: Architecture of the SCN Environment 
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7.3 Detailed Case Study: Performance Evaluation of the Knowledge Graph  

7.3.1 Architecture of the SKG Environment 

Figure 11 (previous page) illustrates the architecture of the SKG system. The system follows a client server 
architecture, where the server is physically implemented by the Neo4J graph-oriented data management system 
Graph DMS). Although Neo4j can be deployed in a cluster configuration, SKG utilises the single Neo4j instance 
configuration. Neo4J provides the data management services for SKG to store and manage metadata and data 
of the SCN.  

The SKG system exposes two interfaces: an http interface and a programmatic, object graph based one (OGM). 
The OGM interface is part of the SKG management environment and has been documented in deliverable D4.7 
(‘SELIS Community node’ – version II). It is expected that the SCN administrator will mainly use the OGM interface 
to create and maintain SCN data in the SKG. Similarly, other SCN systems may use the OGM interface to access 
data and metadata about the SCN installation. However, the OGM interface exposes an API that is internal to the 
SKG. 

In contrast, we expect external users of the SKG to utilise the public facing REST (http) API. This is the API we 
decided to select for the load tests described in the following section. 

While Neo4j provides an administrative tool showing operational parameters of the Neo4j server (as shown in 
Figure 12, there are no included tools for load testing a Neo4j installation. Hence, we had to select and deploy 
an external load testing tool/environment for that purpose. 

Figure 12 - Monitoring operational variables of the Neo4J Server 

7.3.2 Performance Test Plan 

As said earlier, the purpose of the load test is to measure performance parameters such as response time, 
number of failures under different loads. 

In particular, response times i.e. the time the system takes to respond to user request is an essential metric to 
measure.  

Throughput, in contrast, refers to the number of tasks performed by the system over a specific period. For a 
transaction-oriented system such as Neo4j, this is normally measured as transactions-per-second.  
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The size of an SCN deployment can potentially vary significantly, from a few users to thousands of users. Users 
will perform two types of transactions against the Neo4j server: 

• Data management (i.e. Node/relationship creation/update/deletion) transactions. Administrators of 

SKG will typically issue such transactions in order to create and maintain the community/supply chain 

model of the SCN. This will involve for example creating, deleting or updating data about SCN members 

(master data). 

• Query transactions. This second category of transactions primarily relates to end users of SCN querying 

the SKG for both master and operational data. 

We estimated that the volume of query transactions will be significantly higher than that of the data 
management transactions. The reason is that the contents of SCN, in particular master data will evolve rather 
slowly, however the need for multiple users to access information held by SCN will be significantly higher, and 
actually the reason of having an SCN in the first place. This was reflected in the load tests that we devised. 

7.3.3 The Locust Performance Testing Suite 

Figure 13 - LOCUST Web Interface 

Locust a distributed, user load testing tool. It is primarily intended for load-testing web sites although it can also 
be applied to other client server systems to analyse their performance. Locusts uses the concept of a ‘swarm’ of 
users (clients) sending requests to the server. The behaviour of each simulated user can be described in Locust 
using Python code. The swarming process is monitored from a web interface in real-time (Figure 13). 

Locust is completely event-based, and therefore capable of simulating hundreds of thousands or even millions 
of concurrent users on a single machine. It achieves that by using light-weight processes rather than threads. 

As Figure 13 - LOCUST Web Interface illustrates, it is possible to define the total number of clients for the tested 
server/service, and also the rate at which this number increases to simulate a sharp increase in load (called by 
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Locust, ‘hatch rate’). So, according to the above figure the loading tests will utilise a simulated number of up to 
100 users where the hatch rate is set to one user per second. 

7.3.4 Load test data 

As said, above we defined load tests that reflect the two main different types of expected transactions on SKG. 
Under each transaction type we defined several specific test scenarios that implement specific transactions. In 
summary: 

For SCN Data management type transactions, we defined the following load test transaction: 

• Create a new SCN member (‘Party’). 

• Create a new Consignment. 

• Create a new Delivery. 

For query type transactions (which are of higher frequency than the data management transactions) we 
implemented a load test transaction that searches SKG for an existing consignment. 

All transactions were coded in Python 3.7 according to the specifications dictated by the Locust tool. Both, SKG 
and the Locust tool were installed on the same server (a dual Xeon PC with 40 gigabytes of RAM, running 
Windows 10 Professional, 64 bit).  

7.3.5 Performance (Load) Testing Results 

We simulated the load effects for a large number of users (up to 10,000), with a varying mix of transactions using 
the transaction types defined in the previous section. 

Figure 14 - Visualisation of Neo4j server data during load test execution 
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Figure 14 (previous page) illustrates the effect of running the load tests (transactions) on the Neo4j server, i.e. 
the creation of new nodes of type Delivery, Consignment and Party.  

There is effectively upper limit to the number of nodes that a Neo4J installation can handle (a theoretical 
maximum of over a quadrillion nodes). Hence the limit is only imposed by the amount of physical and virtual 
memory allocate to the Neo4J data server. 

Figure 15 - Performance illustration under increasing loads 

Figure 15 visualises the system performance for a varying number of requests per second (up to 300), and 
number of users (up to 10,000). As the figure illustrates, the system seems to be able to sustain a response rate 
of under 3 seconds for the given numbers of requests per second and users. 

The above figures of simulated users and requests would correspond to a large/very large community of SCN 
participants. If even better performance figures are required, then the analysis of the logs produced by Locust 
should be used to identify performance bottlenecks. 

Improving the performance metrics could require one or more additional measures such as: 

• Improve the configuration of the Neo4j server, for example by calibrating the Java VM parameters. 

• Scale out: Replace the single server Neo4j deployment with a cluster configuration. 

• Scale up: Utilise a more powerful (physical or virtual) server. 

Ultimately, SKG is a subsystem of the SCN and runs under the resources provided by the SCN infrastructure. The 
design of the SCN has opted for a containerised approach. Therefore, scalability techniques pertaining to 
containerised environments will be utilised. More details about the scalability methods available are provided in 
SELIS Deliverable D4.2. 
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7.3.6 Conclusions 

To conclude, in this section we subjected the SKG subsystem of SCN to rigorous performance tests by simulating 
its access and transaction execution by thousands of users. The tests demonstrated the SKG systems ability to 
maintain a stable performance (response time) under sustained and increasing loads.  

As SKG, (and the entire SCN), is currently at a pre-production stage, the obtained results should serve as an 
encouraging input towards finalising the current design of SKG/SCN to be used for the production version. 

7.4 Performance and Scalability Analysis of Core SCN Components 

7.4.1 Publish-Subscribe Component 

In general, due to their increasing popularity and their gradual adoption in mission critical areas, performance 
and scalability issues of publish-subscribe systems are becoming a major concern (SchröterStochastic) 

In SELIS, the performance of the publish-subscribe system needs to be investigated for different deployment 
topologies, configurations and workload scenarios. Performance parameters relate to notification and 
subscription delays as well as the utilization of the system components (brokers, network connections etc.). 
Performance related questions relate to the maximum load (number of publishers and subscribers, notification 
publication rates) that the system is able to handle. Performance needs to be analysed in the context of the 
system topology and should identify components most stressed as the load increases and any bottlenecks. 
System scalability refers to the ability to scale up to large numbers of topics, data consumers, and data producers 
(al M. X., 2010).  

Horizontal scalability involved adding more broker nodes, while automatic replication of the data over more than 
one node maintains availability when nodes fail. 

Scalability of subscribers and how different communication models (e.g., unicast, multicast, and broadcast) affect 
performance, and how the performance of synchronous data delivery differs from that of asynchronous (listener-
based) data delivery. To maximize scalability in our throughput tests, the publisher and subscriber(s) reside in 
different processes  

Benchmarking is used to estimate maximum read and write message throughput rates for various topologies of 
system deployment. Typical transport/logistics message sizes can be used as well as standard load generation 
tools for producing load (htt1).  

Loads from separate systems over the network can be used to make sure the load mimics the actual message 
consumers workloads as closely as possible. Therefore, all of the test loads will be coming from the internet 
through the Pub-Sub component’s public network interfaces. The number of consumers can be gradually 
increased until the saturation point and the maximum message rates are found. 

Regarding performance benchmarks, the authors of (al K. S.) present jms2009-PS, a new benchmark for 
publish/subscribe-based messaging systems built on top of the SPECjms2007 standard workload. 

7.4.2 Analytics Machine Learning Module 

Measuring the performance of the Analytics/ML module subsystems is a prerequisite for performance tuning 
and the identification of bottlenecks. Bottlenecks can be identified with the use of compute-intensive and i/o-
intensive workloads. It is widely accepted that network and disk I/O constitute the main sources of bottlenecks. 
Practical experience with Spark applications has identified bottlenecks in the implementations of RDD, 
DataFrame, Spark SQL, and Dataset API.  

The performance of the Big Data Analytics component needs to be profiled using a variety of workloads that are 
representative of its intended usage in the SELIS environment. These include: 
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• Interactive queries: Queries that complete quickly, e.g. under 1 minute.  

• Reporting queries: Queries that are completed asynchronously within a short time frame, e.g. 3 minutes.  

• Deep analytics queries: Long running queries that can take an hour or more to complete. 

The authors of (htt2) recommend Spark WebUI for information and measurements for troubleshooting or 
monitoring job execution. Furthermore, Spark's REST API makes performance information available from the 
WebUI available through a REST interface. This API exposes a list of metrics, including CPU usage. 

SparkBench (htt3) is a flexible framework for benchmarking, simulating, comparing, and testing versions 
of Apache Spark and Spark applications. It provides users three levels of parallelism and a variety of built-in 
data generators and workloads that allow users to finely tune their setup and get the benchmarking results 
they need. 

HiBench, https://github.com/intel-hadoop/HiBench Intel HiBench is a big data benchmark suite that is used to 
evaluate different big data products in terms of speed. HiBench workloads provide simple write-heavy and read-
heavy queries. They help to understand the differences between the products in base read/write performance. 

TPC-H, http://www.tpc.org/tpch TPC-H is an OLAP workload that measures analytic query performance 

in a data warehouse context. TPC-H provides complex read-heavy queries. These queries provide a better 

idea about the real-world performance of the SPARK installation. It provides the SPARK specific Tpch 

& Tpcds Suites (Git) 

TestDFSIO benchmark is a read and write test for HDFS. It is used for tasks such as stress testing HDFS, to discover 
performance bottlenecks in the network, and to identify bottlenecks in the hardware, OS and Hadoop cluster 
setup, and an indication of the cluster’s I/O performance. 

7.4.3 Node Management Component 

Scalability is an important aspect which needs to be taken into account in the design and deployment of the node 
management component. Scalability is required in order for the component to serve an increasing number of 
requests from internal and external clients both through desktop and mobile interfaces. 
The choice of implementation programming language also has its influence on the scalability of the component.  

Node.js implements a single-thread asynchronous architecture with I/O operations completed outside the 
thread and, therefore, not blocking it. This feature guarantees scalability within simple web apps, however more 
complex concurrent client requests requires a more rigorous application design and engineering approach. 
Node.js key metrics are tightly coupled (htt4). Garbage collection cycles cause changes in process memory and 
CPU usage. Keeping an eye on these Node.js metrics is crucial for keeping your application up and healthy while 
serving your users with minimal latency. 

There are many third-party tools available for profiling Node.js applications (such as the Web Tooling Benchmark 
reviewed below) but the most straightforward option is to use the Node.js built in profiler which samples the 
stack at regular intervals during program execution and records the results 

The Web Tooling Benchmark is a performance test suite focusing on JavaScript related workloads. It is used to 
ensure that the VM implementations and application platforms that support the JavaScript ecosystem are capable 
of supporting the workloads of the various developer tooling frameworks 

Web tooling benchmark currently supports: 

• JSON Serialization, in which a trivial newly-instantiated object is serialized to JSON. 

• Single database query, via the framework's ORM 

• Multiple database queries specified as a URL parameter with the results rendered as a JSON list. 

• Server-side template and collections test.  

• Database update test intended to exercise the ORM's ability to persist rows. 

• Small plaintext responses. 

https://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-3-319-77525-8_300#CR19485
https://github.com/intel-hadoop/HiBench
http://www.tpc.org/tpch
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As future extensions, this benchmark also plans to support caching tests, server-side templates with assets, 
compression, SSL tests, WebSocket tests, tests utilising external services, JSON responses with larger workloads, 
transactional updates large models, large static and plaintext responses, and several other tests.  
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8 SCN Data Governance 

This chapter describes how Data and Information Governance in SELIS Community Nodes, evolved in the second 
part of the project. It builds on the SCN Governance Requirements that were scoped in D4.2 and discusses how 
they were addressed and/or improved. 

8.1 Governance in SELIS 

As it was stated in D4.2, data governance in SELIS is not a static concept, but one that changes dynamically as 
new data enter or leave the SCN. Also, it was decided that data governance is centrally performed, by the SCN 
Owner and audited by the SCN Members. 

In SELIS, infrastructure is shared along with resources. This generates a hybrid model that requires individual 
governance at member level but also at Node level as displayed in Figure 16. 

Data governance is applied individually at a member level to designate specific data visibility levels depending 
on the consuming party but also at a Node level, for describing the required security and auditing policies, 
outlining the infrastructure and data governance for the SCN. 

 

Figure 16 - Governance in a SELIS Community Node  

At the Member level, data governance is facilitated by enforcing Access Control. This is done through the use of 
Roles and Permissions and the ability to define complex logical rules for filtering data using the Pub/Sub 
component of the SCN that provides content-based routing. 

This way every stakeholder’s Data and Information Governance policies can be dynamically configured and 
applied in the SCN by defining generic role and permission-based DG processes and policies. In addition, SELIS 
uses content-based message delivery, which can support more complex DG configurations. 

The SELIS Node Management application offers a simple way to configure Access Control in the SCN. It offers a 
level of abstraction over the technical details and provides a simplified view of the concepts in a multitenant 
environment like the SCN (Figure 17 shown in next page). For instance, specific permissions are encoded as filter 
sets over messages. Then they are registered with the security infrastructure of the SCN and assigned to the 
specific participant of the SCN. In addition, the Node Management also assigns the needed roles by inferring 
them, based on each specific data exchange scenario. 
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Figure 17 Node Management - view of configured nodes 

8.2 Access Control configuration 

As previously mentioned, Access control in the SCN is accomplished through the use of Roles and Permissions 
and the ability to define complex logical rules for filtering data using the Pub/Sub component of the SCN which 
provides content-based routing. All this is simplified through the use of the SCN Node Management application 
that offers a simple way to configure Access Control in the SCN.  

8.2.1 Participant registration 

It is envisioned that each stakeholder will be registered with the SCN through a commercial agreement that will 
govern all commercial and trust issues. Given that commercial agreement, a new Participant account entry will 
be created through the Node Management for that stakeholder with the main identity and contact information 
as shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Node Management - Participant account example 
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8.2.2 Publication configuration 

All Participants of the SCN can publish information as long as they have an active account and their publication 
has been defined in the Node Management. Figure 19 shows all the publications that have been defined for the 
SONAE UC in LL8 and Figure 20 shows the specifics of the Publication definition. 

 

Figure 19 Node Management - Publications as defined in SONAE's LL 

 

Figure 20 Node Management - Publication configuration example 

A Publication is defined by its Publisher, the Message that is being published and whether the publication is 
public (can be picked up by any subscriber) or private (a specific subscription is required). 

8.2.3 Subscription configuration 

Any Participant of the SCN can subscribe to and receive messages as long as they have an active account. By 
default, all Subscribers can subscribe to public messages as seen in the previous section. But in order to receive 
private messages, an explicit subscription must be defined. Figure 21 shows all the publications that have been 
defined for the SONAE UC in LL8 and Figure 22 shows the specifics of the Subscription definition. 
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Figure 21 Node Management - Subscriptions as defined in SONAE's LL 

 

Figure 22 Node management - Subscription configuration 

The above figure presents the dynamic nature of the definition of filters to accommodate complex data 

governance policies. The Subscription configuration comprises of the Message, which is received, the Participant 

that is subscribing to the message and the specific Filters that are defined to further limit the messages that are 

received. This Subscription is then translated to a specific permission that is defined in the Security Infrastructure 

of the SCN and is applied to every message exchange. 
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9 Security and Identity Management 
9.1 Requirements 

In this section we report the security requirements for SELIS platform, including the types of solutions that need 
to be deployed to guarantee and monitor the security of the SELIS Nodes. 

9.1.1 Identity and Access Management 

Secure user access plays a key role in the exchange of data and information in each SELIS Community Node. 
Identity and Access Management is the process which, in the context of SCN, manages who has access to what 
information over time. Activity of IAM involves creation of identities for user and system. The main purpose of 
an IAM system is providing the right people with the right access at the right time, through proper management 
of user, role and permissions. 

IAM solutions should automate the initiation, capturing, recording and management of user identities and their 
related access permissions. The IAM solution should include a centralized directory service that scales as an 
organization grows. 

IAM systems should facilitate the process of user provisioning and account setup. The product should decrease 
the time required with a controlled workflow that reduces errors and the potential for abuse, while enabling 
automated account fulfilment. An identity and access management system should also provide administrators 
with the ability to instantly view and change access rights. 

IAM solutions allow administering users and their access rights flexibly and effectively, enabling multiple ways of 
cooperation. IAM is a prerequisite for the use of cloud services, as such services may involve outsourcing of data, 
which in turn means that data handling and access has to be clearly defined and monitored. To be able to meet 
current security requirements and react quickly if required, they need to identify and consolidate data sources 
and define a data lifecycle. 

9.1.2 Infrastructure Security 

SCN infrastructure should provide secure deployment of services, secure storage of data with end user privacy 
safeguards, secure communications between services, secure and private communication with data consumers 
over the internet, and safe operation by administrators, data owner and data processor. 

The SCN’s requirements to control access to information assets should be clearly documented in an access 
control policy and procedures. Network access and connections should be restricted. 

The allocation of access rights to users should be controlled from initial user registration through to removal of 
access rights when no longer required, including special restrictions for privileged access rights and the 
management of passwords (now called “secret authentication information”) plus regular reviews and updates 
of access rights. 

Information access should be restricted in accordance with the access control policy e.g. through secure log-on, 
password management, control over privileged utilities and restricted access to program source code. 

All SCN infrastructure component must be hardened and configured securely, and the hardening/configuration 
baselines should be based on vendor best practices. Applications, systems and networks must be architected 
and configured with tiering and security zones, and access must be configured to only allow required network 
and application protocols. 

Administrative access must be role-based and granted on a need-to-know basis. Regular risk assessments must 
be done, preferably by an independent party. A policy and process must be in place for patching/security updates 
and can based on risk/threat assessments of new security issues. 
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The network topology should consider different security zones, such as a demilitarized zone (DMZ). There is a 
number of different ways to implement a DMZ, there are also a number of different DMZ best practices. Here 
are the options which are proposed and should be applied for the SCN infrastructure. 

Inside the DMZ should be placed: 

• all publicly accessible web servers, including any front-end database servers used by these web servers; 

• all publicly accessible FTP or file servers; 

• all publicly accessible collaboration servers; 

• web and email security firewalls (to be placed in front of the servers noted above); 

• external DNS servers; 

• Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS). 

Other network security zones should include: 

• SCN Core (IAM, Internal Pub/Sub, BDA, KPI DB, Knowledge Graph); 

• internal DNS servers; 

• internal web servers; 

• internal FTP or file servers. 

Moreover, it is also typically recommended to isolate internally accessible resources from the main Internal 
network as well as their external-facing counterparts. 

9.1.3 Application Security 

Application security principles are collections of desirable application properties, behaviors, designs and 
implementation practices that attempt to reduce the likelihood of threat realization and impact should that 
threat be realized. Security principles are language-independent, architecturally neutral primitives that can be 
leveraged within most software development methodologies to design and construct applications. 

Principles are important because they help us make security decisions in new situations with the same basic 
ideas. By considering each of these principles, we can derive security requirements, make architecture and 
implementation decisions, and identify possible weaknesses in systems. 

9.1.4 Data Security 

In this section we address specific requirements for Data Security, to guarantee confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of the information exchanged between the SELIS’ components. Encryption mechanisms aim to reflect 
the business/usage requirements and the sensitivity of the SELIS data to be protected. 

Data must be managed differently depending on: 

• Its classification: data should be classified at least as Restricted, Private or Public. In this instance, public 
data represents the least-sensitive data with the lowest security requirements, while restricted data is 
in the highest security classification and represents the most sensitive data; 

• its state or location, whether at rest, in transit, or in use while in the Cloud. 

At this scope, we should consider policy such as an access (segregation of the access to the SCN information 
between users, e.g. SONAE ERP - read and modify, supplier - read-only, SONAE users – read and modify, etc.) 
and other tags such as data classification (high business impact, top secret, etc.) and type of data (e.g. forecast 
information provided by SONAE DSS to users). 

This sort of solution could address the protection needs of data at rest and data in transit which would not be as 
dependent on VPN protection, physical protection, or many other confidentiality controls. Interoperability of 
encryption systems is an important consideration when implementing cloud solutions. Cloud encryption services 
protecting data at rest, in transit, or in use must effectively support the eventual need for decrypting encrypted 
data. Moving encrypted data into and out of the cloud without interoperable encryption solutions capable of 
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processing the encrypted data wherever it is needed will result in disruption of business operations. Encryption 
and decryption cycles may fluctuate within different processing environments, by different users, and over 
varying periods of time. Scenarios where data is encrypted for long-term cloud archiving (Ronald L. Krutz, 2010)or 
storage typically have only an infrequent need to decrypt protected information and only within a narrow range 
of environmental variation. 

9.2 Decisions 

9.2.1 Identity and Access Management (IAM) 

Identity and access management must form the core of SELIS cybersecurity policies and platforms. Securing 
credentials and verifying users can help deflect and prevent an overwhelming majority of data breaches. Indeed, 
IAM forms the modern enterprise’s digital perimeter; strong authentication protocols alone can help keep digital 
assets secure and keeps external and internal threat actors out. 

Keycloak (kk)positions its design as primarily for applications and services; it provides user authentication and 
federation. It provides Single-Sign on with a centralized management, for both users and administrators. It uses 
standard protocols, such as OpenID Connect and OAuth; it is possible to perform clustering for scalability and 
availability and it allows to enable specified policies for passwords and even social login for CIAM needs. 

The IAM always control the real access privileges of the user before authorizing any operation in reading, writing, 
removal or execution, since authorization must never be a client-side validated process. 

The application tokens are generated using true random algorithms and analyzed whenever the user requests 
authorization to perform any action, in order to determine permissions and privileges. 

Application session cookies must be encrypted, not persistent, with the secure flag enabled and the HttpOnly 
attribute set. Cookies do not contain critical information such as passwords or be composed of predictable parts 
such as usernames or processed values based on sequential algorithms. Each generated cookie is subject to an 
expiration time beyond which it must no longer be considered valid, that in this case is 60 seconds. 

When a user has logged out, the related session is invalidated both on the server (by unhooking it in the Entry 
Table of active sessions) and on the client (for example by removing the cookie or emptying its contents). 

It uses cryptographic protocols such as TLS (Transport Layer Security) or SSH (Secure Socket Shell) that use 
standard password-based key derivation algorithms (Password-based Key Derivation / key stretching) also called 
slow hashing algorithms, such as PBKDF2, scrypt or bcrypt, which, by greatly slowing down the hashing function, 
render ineffective brute force attacks for password cracking. 

Furthermore, it includes the addition of a secret key to the hash, to allow the validation of the password only to 
those who know it. This is done by encrypting the hash with the AES algorithm or by including the secret key in 
the hash then using a hashing algorithm like HMAC. 

Since the architecture is based on containerization, in order to use the solution proposed for the IAM, it is 
necessary to pull the image from the Docker Hub from the official Jboss repository. Regarding the implemented 
API that the system can interrogate, the system makes available some CRUD operations, in order to interrogate 
the IAM and get information such as user’s permissions. In the designed system, an admin can retrieve 
information about the users, the permissions and the relation between them. This is an adapter that has been 
built over the Keycloak base, to enhance the services provided by itself. 

To understand how it works, it is enough to see that the service calls the API’s service, using the access token 
obtained during login phase. The API first validates the token; if the IAM’s response is positive, then it sends a 
request to have the requested information and gives it back to the calling the service. If the parameters are 
incorrect or the token is not valid, the API gives an appropriate response. The responses are in JSON format, as 
explained in the following sections. 

All the technical details about the API calls and the examples can be found in Appendix A.  
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9.2.2 Infrastructure Security 

As stated by Mariusz Stawowski (Stawowski), network security is the first protection of IT systems against inside 
and outside threats (e.g., intruders, malicious code). The network security defenses for SELIS architecture are 
firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention systems (IPS/IDS), VPN protections and content inspection systems 
like anti-virus, anti-malware and anti-spam. 

Deployment of an effective, scalable security system for medium to large scale networks (Kyong, Jeon, & Lim, 
2017) requires well designed security infrastructure. When designing the network security system, some security 
principles should be taken into account: 

• Defense-in-depth: protection of IT system resources is based on many security layers, consisting of 
different types of controls; 

• Security Zones: IT system resources with different sensitivity levels should be located in different security 
zones. Devices and computer systems providing services for external networks should be located in 
different zones (DMZ) than internal network devices and computer systems while strategic IT system 
resources should be located in dedicated security zones; 

• Least Privilege: IT system subjects such as users and administrators should have minimal privileges 
necessary for proper functioning within the organization. 

Firewalls help create secure architectures, dividing the IT system network infrastructure into security zones and 
controlling communication between them. 

In the network path between potential threat sources and sensitive IT system resources should be installed an 
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS). An important requirement for intrusion prevention is the design of network 
protections and control rules. For one, internal networks should not have direct access to the Internet so a Trojan 
sent to a user’s workstation through a phishing attack would not allow the intruder to connect to the external 
network. In this example the Internet services are available for internal users only through company email and 
HTTP Proxy servers. 

Firewall and IDS/IPS 

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is another component of the technological infrastructure of protection for 
systems and networks that should be applied in this project. Unlike a firewall, which is considered an active 
protection system, an IDS is normally understood as a passive device, is able to monitor and analyze events 
happening on the network without acting directly on them to counter them. An IDS collects information from 
hosts and network segments (DMZ, Internet backbones, LAN segments, etc.) for the purpose of identifying 
potential violations (attacks outside or inside the organization). 

The system analyzes the packet flow to search for sequences that can be associated with known attacks, that are 
stored in a regularly updated database. In this sense the operation is very similar to that of an antivirus system 
and is therefore able to identify only attacks known. This kind of approach also allows to identify unknown 
attacks, but it is strongly susceptible to transient traffic changes than most sometimes they are not attributable 
to an attack. These systems are, therefore, considered less reliable than the previous ones. 

Reverse proxy 

A typical website is usually deployed on a web server visible to the public internet. HTTP requests are routed 
directly to the web server and all the functionality needed to provide the service is embodied in a single server. 
This includes caching, SSL termination, authentication, serving static files and compression. This approach is 
simple and straightforward for small sites, but is hard to scale, both in terms of performance (Eskenazi, Fioukov, 
& Hammer, 2002), and in terms of managing the complexity of a large complex application. This is especially true 
in the case of distributed service-oriented architecture with multiple HTTP endpoints that appear and disappear 
frequently. 
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A reverse proxy can inspect, transform and route HTTP requests before they reach web servers and provides 
some other benefits: 

• Load Balancing: the proxy routes incoming HTTP requests to a number of identical web servers to 
balance the workload of the web servers; 

• Security: a reverse proxy can hide the topology and characteristics of the back-end servers by removing 
the need for direct internet access to them; 

• Authentication: a reverse proxy can be used to provide a single point of authentication for all HTTP 
requests; 

• SSL/TLS: the reverse proxy handles incoming HTTPS connections, decrypting the requests and passing 
unencrypted requests on to the web servers. This has several benefits: removes the need to install 
certificates on many back-end web servers and provides a single point of configuration and 
management for SSL/TLS; 

• Static Content: reverse proxy servers can also act as web servers serving static content such as images, 
CSS files and JavaScript files. By serving these separately it’s possible to take considerable load from 
back end web servers, leaving them free to render dynamic content; 

• Caching: the reverse proxy can also act as a cache to reduce the load on the back-end servers; 

• Compression: in order to reduce the bandwidth needed for individual requests, the reverse proxy can 
decompress incoming requests and compress outgoing ones. This reduces the load on the back-end 
servers that would otherwise have to do the compression; 

9.2.3 Application Security 

During the design phase it is necessary to guarantee an adequate level of application and infrastructural security 
through analysis and modeling: the threats inherent to the applications involved, the interfaces and agents that 
could threaten the system. For the analysis of the application security of a system architecture, a different 
approach is adopted depending on whether the application design is new (Secure by Design approach) rather 
than the re-engineering of existing applications (Security Control approach). 

In order to manage possible incidents, the application must be set up both for tracking "anomalous" activities 
and "exceptions" occurring on the systems. 

Event tracking can be activated on: 

• successful events; 

• events that failed; 

• system or user errors; 

• the configuration of the alarm tracking and detection system will be set based on the policies established 
within the application requirements; 

• policy or policy violations configured; 

• changes to the application configurations; 

• access to data (insertion, modification, reading, removal), to files and application resources and type of 
access; 

• user login/logout; 

• deactivation of the tracking mechanism. 

The reports produced and inserted in special Log files, discriminated by means of appropriate TAGs can be 
processed by a correlation system and used as a source for Audit activities (Ex / Post) of security events 
(Leszczyna, Fovino, & Masera, Security evaluation of IT systems underlying critical networked infrastructures, 
2008). 

The application must implement an appropriate access control mechanism, following the motto “Everything is 
generally forbidden unless expressly permitted”. All operations performed by users and the authorization and 
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assignment phases of permits must be subject to the standard policy: "Every action is denied unless expressly 
permitted". 

The access and log-on procedure of the application minimize the information provided to users not yet 
authenticated and predict certain behaviors. In particular: 

• it must not provide any clear indication of the roles and permissions assigned to a user until the 
authentication process is completed; 

• it must display a warning message on the sanctions deriving from the fraudulent access to the 
application; 

• it must provide for the masking of the password typed by the user, not making it visible or hiding it 
through symbols (for example with asterisks); 

• it must not transmit the password in plain text on the network; 

• it must "process" the information provided by the user for access only when it is complete; 

• it must include configurable procedures for temporarily stopping the account after a series of 
unsuccessful access attempts. 

On completion of the authentication procedure, it must display the date, time and information on the last system 
(IP address / FQDN) that has successfully completed the log-on phase for a specific user. 

9.2.4 Data Security 

Data in Transit 

The Data in Transit scenario includes the following situations: 

✓ data transiting from an end user endpoint computer (e.g., laptop) on the Internet to a web-facing service 
in the cloud. 

✓ data moving between machines within the cloud (including between different cloud services), e.g., 
between a web Virtual Machine and a Database. 

✓ secure channels across boundaries such as hybrid topologies where there is a connection between a 
customer on-premise network and the cloud provider. 

The SCN cryptography for the data in transit scenario will be based on Transport Layer Security (TLS). This 
cryptographic protocol (in the form of https) provide communication security over the Internet and are the de 
facto encryption approach for browser-to-web host and host-to-host communication. It uses asymmetric 
cryptography for key exchange followed by symmetric encryption for content confidentiality. 

Also, IPsec is a transit encryption protocol, used for VPN tunnels that can utilize cryptography algorithms such as 
3DES and AES. 

Protecting data in transit should be essential part of SCN data protection strategy. Since data will be moving back 
and forth from different locations, the recommendation is always use SSL/TLS protocols to exchange data across 
different locations. In some circumstances, it could be possible to isolate the entire communication channel 
between our on-premises and cloud infrastructure by using a virtual private network (VPN). For data moving 
between on-premises infrastructure and cloud infrastructure, it should be considered appropriate safeguards 
such as HTTPS or VPN. If we fail to protect data in transit, we could be more susceptible for man-in-the-middle 
attacks, eavesdropping and session hijacking. These attacks can be the first step in gaining access to confidential 
data. Larger data sets can be moved over a dedicated high-speed WAN link such as ExpressRoute. If the choice 
is to use ExpressRoute, you can also encrypt the data at the application-level using SSL/TLS or other protocols for 
added protection. 
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Data at Rest 

SCN will manage different types of data at rest, each type must be treated with a different level of protection 
depending on their confidentiality. With respect to this scenario, we are going to detail the recommendations 
necessary for the variety of data. 

The data at rest scenario (Eckartz, 2014)captures the use of encryption to protect the confidentiality of valued 
data while in storage. Storage takes many forms for cloud providers, including storage devices, databases, and a 
variety of unstructured objects. One of the challenges of encrypting structured database storage is how to 
encrypt data while retaining the ability to read indexes and key fields which may need to be in plaintext. Data 
can also be at rest in a variety of unstructured forms such as spreadsheets, reports, folders, files, images, 
documents and emails. Encryption can be applied through Digital Rights Management (DRM) schemes, native 
file system encryption, and application software development tools. 

The simplest but strongest form of encryption uses a “symmetric” key and is essential for protecting data, 
whether it is at rest on a computer or at rest on a server somewhere in the cloud. Generally, it uses the same 
key (or password) to encrypt and decrypt data and is sometimes referred to as secret-key encryption. This type 
of technology is used to encrypt everything from an entire hard drive to an individual file. Once a file is encrypted, 
it can be sent or stored in the cloud — but a cloud provider would not have access to the data without having 
access to the original key. The primary advantage of this form of encryption is that it is fast and can be used to 
encrypt large volumes of static data. Symmetric keys are generally 128 or 256 bits in length. Some examples of 
symmetric key encryption systems include DES, TripleDES, Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), AES-256, 
Twofish, Blowfish, and RC5. AES is the most popular form and is approved for protecting classified US government 
information. 

Hard drives can be encrypted with full disk encryption implementations available as an OS feature as well as self-
encrypting solutions following the Trusted Computing Group’s OPAL standard.  

Data at rest refers to data while it is inside persistent storage in structured and unstructured forms such as 
databases and file systems. Security best practices indicate that: 

1. All data classified as needing protection should be encrypted while in storage. 
2. The use of encryption should be based on the sensitivity and value of the data (based upon SCN data 

classification requirements). For example, a possible data handling standard or policy might specify that 
the use of encryption is optional for lower value data but mandatory for high value digital assets. 

3. Access to stored data should be granted on a need-to-know and least privilege basis. 
4. All access to classified/encrypted data must be compliant with established access control policy. In some 

cases, the policy for who or what is granted access is defined by the owner or a delegated owner of the 
data; in other cases, the policy decision may be set by a custodian of the data, e.g. an IT department. 

5. In addition to procedural access control, a cryptosystem must support native integrity checking. 
6. It should be possible to compare some encrypted data (one-way hashed passwords) without jeopardizing 

the overall integrity of the cryptosystem. 
7. Once data is safely transmitted to a Cloud Infrastructure, it is stored in a secure way. 

Threats against end user devices may allow unauthorized parties to access personal information and sensitive 
data. To prevent such inappropriate disclosures, particularly of Personally Identifiable Information (PII), data 
regarding competitive advantage and other sensitive data, the confidentiality of data needs to be secured on the 
devices. 

In the case of database infrastructure, primary keys are used for indexing and joining tables. Therefore, 
encryption may not be applicable. Sensitive data (see Table 4 for different forms of encryption applying), such as 
personally identifiable information, should not be used as a primary key. Ensure that the encryption algorithm 
used is current and appropriate for the given data set. Some common variations are outline in Table 4 - SCN data 
classification and encryption requirements. 
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Data Description Type of Encryption 

Permanent long term storage of metrics and data Symmetric encryption 

Transient short term predictions and metrics not worth 
keeping 

Not encrypted 

Sensitive Data regarding competitive advantage and 
personal information 

Symmetric encryption 

Not Sensitive Data that has been agreed to be shared Not encrypted 

Functional Databases that support other systems, like DSS 
Applications 

Symmetric or Asymmetric 
encryption (it depends on the 
amounts of data) 

Table 4 - SCN data classification and encryption requirements 

Data in Use 

Data in Use refers to the actual dynamic processing of data, in addition to on-screen display and presentation of 
data. Processing needed to be done on readable, unencrypted data. For example, encrypted data needed to be 
decrypted prior to the CPU fetching the data from memory or storage. This created a serious vulnerability unless 
additional steps were taken to address storage of clear-text in system memory as attacks involving memory 
dumps could be executed and sifted through to locate the desired information. Also, this exposed an opportunity 
for an insider attack by cloud provider administrators and vendors. 

From a high-level functional description, it is desirable to protect data by presenting encrypted data in a way that 
enables it to be processed. What is needed is the ability to perform operations on cipher-text without needing 
to decrypt it first. Clearly such a solution is extremely desirable for cloud computing. Addressing the challenge of 
protecting data, while at the same time presenting it in a way that enables it to be processed, is still relatively 
new when compared with encryption-at-rest and in-transit. 
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9.3 Security Architecture 

 

Figure 23: Security Architecture 

Figure 23 indicates the security architecture expressed at a high level.  It shows and differentiates the Core 
services of the SELIS Community Node, which includes the Big Data calculation engine as well as the State and 
KPI service, two datastores that serve critical features of the Node, reporting its status and delivering real-time 
or batch metrics. The diagram shows explicitly how these are interconnected, employing the Pub/Sub message 
broker in a way that enables modularity inside but also outside the Node. 

In this scheme we can see how the exposed services which are part of the SELIS Core Service, are however 
protected through the creation of a DMZ on the firewall. In this way it is possible to logically separate such 
services from the data contained in the Big data node.  

The protection of the data present is further implemented through pseudonymization functions so that the 
confidentiality of the data is guaranteed.  The external connections used by monitoring services are implemented 
through VPN site to site, which can be terminated on the firewall and which guarantee the correct level of 
integrity and confidentiality to the data in transit. 
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10 Privacy Requirements 

This section shows the requirements that SELIS platform should comply with to respect the General Data 
Protection Regulation (“GDPR”). 

10.1 Roles involved in privacy processes 

This section shows the main definitions of the data and the persons involved in the data management processes. 
These roles are supported by the implemented IAM solution outline in the Security and Identity Management 
section. 

• Data Controller: The data controller is the natural person, company, association or other entity that is 
factually in control of the processing of personal data and is empowered to take the essential decisions 
on the purposes and mechanisms of such processing including the applicable security measures. If 
personal data is processed by a company or a public administrative body, it is the entity as a whole that 
acts as the data controller rather than the individual or department/unit that manages or represents 
such entity (e.g. Chairperson, CEO, auditor, Minister, Director General, etc.).  

• Data Processor: The data processor is the natural person, company, association or organization the Data 
Controller has entrusted with specific data processing management and control tasks on account of the 
relevant experience and/or skills; 

• Data Subject: The natural person a personal data relates to. 

• Data Protection Officer: a people designed by controller and/or the processor. 

• Supervisory authority/data protection authority: an independent public authority which is established 
by a Member State. 

• European Data Protection Board: an independent body of the Union with legal personality. 

10.2 Types of data 

• Personal Data: Any information concerning natural persons that are or can be identified also by way of 
other items of information – e.g., via a number or an ID code. For instance, personal data is one’s first or 
last name, address, Tax ID as well as a picture, the recording of one’s voice or one’s fingerprint, or 
medical, accounting or financial information relating to that person. 

• Sensitive Data: A personal data requiring special precautions on account of its nature. A sensitive data 
is any data that can disclose a person’s racial origin or ethnicity, religious or other beliefs, political 
opinions, membership of parties, trade unions and/or associations, health, or sex life. 

10.3 Control (protection goals) 

The data protection requirements introduced by the GDPR adds further to the classic controls related to 
information security in IT. This provides a methodology to explain risks that have to be covered by appropriate 
measures and safeguards. 

The GDPR has established six controls, the first three are borrowed from classical IT risks, confidentiality, integrity 
and availability to which the new GDPR adds unlikability, transparency, intervenability. 

• Availability is the requirement to have data accessible, comprehensible and processable in a timely 
fashion for authorized entities.  

• Integrity represents the need for reliability and non-repudiation concerning information, i.e. unmodified, 
authentic and correct data. 

• Confidentiality concerns the need for secrecy, viz. the non-disclosure of certain entities within the IT 
system in question.  

• Unlikability ensures data cannot be linked across different domains and/or be used for purposes 
differing from the original intent.  

http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home_en/data-protection-and-privacy-glossary#Personal%20data
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• Transparency means that the data subjects have knowledge of all relevant circumstances and factors 
regarding the processing of their personal data. 

• Intervenability entails the control of the data subjects, as well as the controller or supervisory authority 
over the personal data. 

Note that the protection goals are meant to represent the perspective of the data subject whose rights are at 
stake. The non-functional attributes addressed by the platform ensure that Availability, Integrity, Confidentiality 
are met, the remaining are addressed at an application level. 

10.4 Implementation 

The SELIS Platform should also follow the above guidelines and inform data subjects accordingly in order to be 
compliant with the GDPR. In many cases SELIS is integrated with other systems hence some of the information 
are passed to them, but nonetheless SELIS should be able to support some functionalities. More specifically: 

• Right of access: SELIS provides access to all data stored in regard to data subjects, i.e. the citizens, 
including any personal data provided, answers to questionnaires, data valuation, etc. 

• Right of rectification: for all data collected (e.g. answers to questionnaires) the system allows citizens to 

edit their data any point (as long as the related questionnaire is published and available for editing). 

• Right to erasure: The SELIS platform has the ability to delete specific users directly from the DB and 

remove all personal data corrected. 

• Right of data portability: SELIS platform by default allows data subject to download their data. As long 
they can download the data the right of portability can be ensured. 

 

11 Conclusions 

The work done for Deliverables D4.2 and D4.3 has not only addressed the requirements of the DoA but has 
ensured that the SELIS hosting platform could support SCN services in a commercially oriented production 
scenario.  

This has been achieved by ensuring that the underlying microservices infrastructure successfully addresses a 
number of non-functional attributes such as performance, reliability, scalability, resilience, security, monitoring, 
data protection and more.  Not only are these attributes addressed by the microservices platform design, but 
the approach taken makes it simple, straightforward and manageable to deploy SCN components and 
applications into the microservices platform. Rather than becoming another component to consider from a 
compatibility perspective, the microservices platform supports and elevates the deployed components beyond 
their core functionality into an enterprise ready offering.  

There is added value to be taken from the fact that although this approach supports the implementation of large 
scale enterprise level engagements, it is also well suited to SMEs or smaller organisations who wish to engage or 
offer the SELIS platform with a smaller footprint but still gain the advantages of a large scale more complex 
deployment.  

This was achieved in part by ensuring approach taken is aligned with the overall SELIS opensource strategy, 
ensuring that the tools and designs here are all completely open source, and re-usable by any party with no cost.  

All designs and strategies herein are completely cloud vendor agnostic and if a requirement arises, they can be 
employed in a non-SaaS approach via a private cloud or on-premise deployment scenario. 

With regard to this particular document, D4.3 has made substantial improvements on design, functionality, 
features and enhancements as part of the natural evolution of the SELIS platform through the project lifecycle.  
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While the work done addresses the described non-functional attributes, it has also addressed requirements 
surfaced through research and collaboration during the execution of the project that address requirements such 
as storage, devops, pipelines, source control, security policy implementation, security audits, audit trails and 
smart alerting. 

The strategies, designs and recommendations within this deliverable ensure that a stakeholder taking the SELIS 
platform through to a commercial offering is well positioned. 
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Annex I – Screenshots of PoC Implementation  

 

 

Figure 24 - Cluster Management and Resource Monitoring 
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Figure 25 - Cluster Resource Metrics in Detail 
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Figure 26 - Resource Metrics for a Single Node 

 

 

Figure 27 - Kubernetes Metrics for single Application 
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Figure 28 - Application Management – Scaling up a deployment 

 

 

Figure 29 – CI/CD Pipeline Design 
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Figure 30 - CI/CD Pipeline in Operation 
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Annex II – Identity Management API  

 

 

URI scheme 

Host: api:8081   

BasePath: /   

Schemes: HTTP  

Notes: All the request need to be performed with an additional parameter, the “token” parameter. This 
parameter corresponds to the user’s access token and is needed in order to verify if the user who’s calling the 
API service has been authenticated by the IAM system. 

*JSON parameter need to have single quotes; otherwise, there will be a malformed response  

Permission Representation  

From the Keycloak documentation:  

Name  Schema  

id optional  string  

name optional  string  

Actually, to create a permission through the API, it’s enough to define the name of the permission. Examples are 
below this section. 

User Representation  

Name  Schema  

email optional  string  

emailVerified  optional  boolean  

enabled optional  boolean  

firstName optional  string  

groups optional  < string > array  

id optional  string  

lastName optional  string  

notBefore optional  integer(int32)  
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origin optional  string  

username optional  string  

 

PubSub Integration 
Permissions  

 

Create a permission  

POST /pubsub/permissions/create  

Description  

This will create the permission. 

Parameters  

name*  

Example with HTTP request 

Request 

URL /pubsub/permissions/create  

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters name={'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 'float', 'op': 'lt'}  

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

 

Read permissions  

GET /pubsub/permissions  

Description  

This will retrieve all the permissions.  

Parameters  

None  

Example  

Request 

URL /pubsub/permissions  
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Request Method GET 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {"name0": 

"{'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 'float', 'op': 'lt'}", 
"name1": "{'key': 'message_type', 'val': '1099.2', 'type': 'float', 
'op': 'lt'}", "name2":"{'key': 'message_type', 'val': '1550.2', 
'type': 'float', 'op': 'lt'}", "name3":"{'key': 'message_type', 
'val': 'PKI', 'type': 'string', 'op': 'eq'}"} 

 

Update a permission  

POST /pubsub/permissions/update  

Description  

This will update the specified permission.  

Parameters  

old_name* 

new_name* 

Example 

Request 

URL /pubsub/permissions/update  

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters old_name={'key':'message_type',''val':'1099.2','type':''float',''op':'zt'}
&new_name={'key':'message_type','val':'1099.2','type':''float','op':'lt'
} 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

 

Delete a permission  

POST /pubsub/permissions/delete 

Description  

This will delete the specified permission.  
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Parameters  

name* 

id 

Example 

Request 

URL /pubsub/permissions/delete  

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters name={'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 'float', 'op': 
'zz'} 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

 

BDA Integration 

Permissions 

Create a permission  

POST /bda/permissions/create  

Description  

This will create the permission. 

Parameters  

name  

Example 

Request 

URL /bda/permissions/create  

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters name=LL1_Table11_read 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Example with curl command 
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$ curl -gik -X GET -H "Content-type:application/json" 
http://api:8081/bda/permissions/create?token=$TOKEN\&name=LL1_Table11_write && echo 

Read permissions  

GET /bda/permissions  

Description  

This will retrieve all the permissions.  

Parameters  

None  

Example  

Request 

 

URL /bda/permissions  

Request Method GET 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {"name0":"LL1_Table11_read"} 

Example with curl command 

$ curl -gik -X GET -H "Content-type:application/json" http://api:8081/bda/permissions?token=$TOKEN\ && echo 

Update a permission  

POST /bda/permissions/update  

Description  

This will update the specified permission.  

Parameters  

old_name 

new_name 

Example 

Request 

URL /bda/permissions/update  

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters old_name=LL1_Table11_read&new_name=LL2_Table11_read 

Response 
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Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Example with curl command 

$ curl -gik -X GET -H "Content-type:application/json" 
http://api:8081/bda/permissions/update?token=$TOKEN\&old_name=LL1_Table11_read&new_name=LL2_Tab
le11_read && echo 

Delete a permission  

POST /bda/permissions/delete  

Description  

This will delete the specified permission.  

Parameters  

name 

id 

Example 

Request 

URL /bda/permissions/delete  

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters name=LL1_Table11_read 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Example with curl command 

$ curl -gik -X GET -H "Content-type:application/json" 
http://api:8081/bda/permissions/delete?token=$TOKEN\&name=LL1_Table11_read 

Users*  

 

*unless otherwise noted, the endpoint is valid for both BDA and PubSub services. 

Create user 

POST /users/create 

Description  

This will create a user, following the User Representation. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HinpgUJXoh1PdQmB9vmWJl-oSK_B8X8AQpptvZ42zLQ/edit#heading=h.mv8nbqi0xnce
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Parameters  

user 

Example 

Request 

URL /users/create 

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters user={"username":"john","credentials":[{"type":"pass
word","value":"prova"}]}  

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Example with curl command 

$  curl -gik -X GET -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" 
http://api:8081/users/create?token=$TOKEN\&user='{"username":"john","credentials":[{"type":"password","va
lue":"test"}]}' && echo   

Read users 

GET /users  

Description  

This will retrieve all the users (use cases are omitted, since they are very close to the permission’s ones). 

Parameters  

None 

Example 

Request 

URL /users  

Request Method GET 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {"username0":"admin","username1":"test","username
2":"usera","username3":"userb"} 

Example with curl command 

$ curl -gik -X POST -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" 
http://api:8081/users?token=$TOKEN\ && echo 
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Delete user 

POST /users/delete 

Description  

This will delete a user, following the User Representation. In order to delete, the client could use user’s id or 
user’s username.  

Parameters  

username 

id 

Example 

Request 

URL /users/delete? 

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters username=jdoe 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Example with curl command 

$ curl -gik -X POST -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" 
http://api:8081/users/delete?token=$TOKEN\&username=jdoe && echo 

Miscellaneous*  

 

*unless otherwise noted, the endpoint is valid for both BDA and PubSub services. 

Add a permission to a user 

POST /users/permissions/add  

Description  

This will add the user a permission. 

Parameters  

permission 

username 

Example 

Request 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HinpgUJXoh1PdQmB9vmWJl-oSK_B8X8AQpptvZ42zLQ/edit#heading=h.mv8nbqi0xnce
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URL /users/permissions/add 

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters permission={'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 
'float', 'op': 'lt'}&username=test  

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Read the permission’s members 

GET /permissions/users  

Description  

This will get all the members of the specified permission.  

Parameters  

name (of permission) 

Example 

Request 

URL /permissions/users  

Request Method GET 

Query String parameters name={'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 
'float', 'op': 'lt'} 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {"username0":"test","username1":"usera"} 

Read the user’s permissions  

GET /pubsub/users/permissions  OR GET  /bda/users/permissions 

Description  

This will get all the user’s permissions.   

Parameters  

None 

Example 

Request 
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URL /bda/users/permissions  

Request Method GET 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {"name0":"{'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 
'float', 'op': 'lt'}","name1":"{'key': 'message_type', 
'val': 'PKI', 'type': 'string', 'op': 'eq'}"} 

Remove a permission from a user 

POST /users/permissions/remove  

Description  

This will remove a permission from the user. 

 

Parameters  

permission 

username 

Example 

Request 

URL /users/permissions/remove 

Request Method POST 

Query String parameters 

 

permission={'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 'type': 
'float', 'op': 'lt'}&username=test  

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

 

Retrieve access token 

GET /get_access_token 

Description  

This will return the access token, based on the provided credentials passed as parameters.  

Parameters  

username 
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password 

Example 

Request 

URL /get_access_token 

Request Method GET 

Query String parameters username=jdoe&password=1234 

Response 

Status 200 

Content {"access_token": 
6826d2c4f1235ab475e243430b0283614c49a0f70eeae572878
692fcf0e8fad21254a8252bae3463e3c3411dd5342a79dccb922
ffce792f73130133c} 

 

Verify the user permission (only for PubSub)   

GET /pubsub/users/has_permissions  

Description  

This will check if the user has the permissions. 

Parameters  

permission 

Example 

Request 

URL /pubsub/users/has_permission 

Request Method GET 

Query String parameters permission={'key': 'message_type', 'val': '10.2', 
'type': 'float', 'op': 'lt'}&username=test  

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Verify the user permission (only for BDA)   

GET /bda/users/has_permissions  

Description  

This will check if the user has the permissions. 
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Parameters  

permission 

Example 

Request 

URL /bda/users/has_permission 

Request Method GET 

Query String parameters permission=LL1_Table11_read&username=test  

Response 

Status 200 

Content {'response': 'OK'} 

Notes 

 

 

1. This option affects the realm and could be changed; it’s enough to go to the “Realm settings” in the 
Keycloak console and change the “Access Token Lifespan”, as explained here: 
https://www.keycloak.org/docs/3.2/server_admin/topics/sessions/timeouts.html  
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